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SOME DIELECTRIC BREAICD(VN I'ROPERTIES 
OF OXYGEN WITh 3.2 cm RADIATION 

This thesis consists of two parts. Part one describes 

the measurement of the net frequency of ionization of 

oxygen and part two is a study of the effect of a directed 

gas flow on a microwave discharge in oxygen. Part one was 

developed from the experimental work of part two and was 

carried out to help interpret the results of part two. 

PART ONE 

1) PURPOSE 

The purpose of this investigation is to describe 

what is believed to be a new microwave method for 

determining the net frequency of ionization and to 

apply the technique to oxygen gas. 

2) INTRODUCTION 

The net frequency of ionization is the number of 

new electrons produced per electron per unit time and 

is an important parameter in a microwave discharge. 

It is defined as the time average of the difference 

between the frequency of ionization v and the 

frequency of electron attachment Va to neutral 

molecules and atoms. In a certain region of operation 

the value of ( 
iI - Va) is constant with time and we 

may write 2-' 2/j - 
'a This point is discussed in 

Section 3e, and for simplicity we will assume here 

that (y1 - va) is constant with time. 

Several experimental methods have been developed 



to measure the net frequency of ionization. One of 

these is due to Herlin and Brown (21) who equated 

the rate of production of electrons to the rate of 

loss by diffusion in the limit o zero electron 

density. Their investigation yielded a new term 

called the high frequency ionization coefficient 

= V IDE2 (ionization/volt2) , where D is the 

electron diffusion coefficient and E is the applied 

electric field. Later MacDonald (30) used Herlin and 

Brown's published values of the high frequency 

ionization coefficient for air (23) and determined 

the net frequency of ionization by using a calculated 

value of the diffusion coefficient for a given set of 

conditions. 

A similar method was used by Varnerin and Brown 

(54) for hydrogen; but by using both nc and dc 

techniques with the same apparatus they were able 

to experimentally determine and D/,u , where,,u is 

the mobility of the electrons. Their results are 

expressed in terms of the dc parameter, the first 

Townsend ionization coefficient. The general method 

of Herlin and Brown has also been used by MacDonald 

and Brown with helium (31) and hydrogen (32); also 

by MacDonald and Matthews with neon-argon mixtures 

(33). 
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A different microwave method has been presented 

by i1adan et al (34) in which the time required for 

the electron density to build up from an initial value 

o 1 electron/cm3 to some critical value is measured. 

The electron density goes through a wide range and 

the diffusion coefficient changes from free electron 

diffusion to ambipolar diffusion throughout the 

experient. This has to be compensated for in the 

final results. 

The 1ethod to be described uses a pulsed micro- 

wave source. The net frequency of ionization is 

determined from the measurement of the rate of change 

of the formation time of a microwave discharge with 

the tizne between pulses, and a knowledge of the rate 

of decay of the electron density in the afterglow of 

a microwave discharge. The method is tpplied to 

oxygen gas because the net frequency of ionization 

does not appear to have been determined for this gas 

by a microwave technique but the necessary dc 

parameters are available to enable this valuo to be 

calculated for comparison purposes. Furthermore, 

the loss of electrons in a microwave afterglow in 

oxygen can be made to be primarily due to electron 

attachment to neutral tuolecules and atoms by 

selecting a suitable range of gas pressure and size 
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of discharge chamber, the electron decay rate for 

this process having already been determined by other 

workers. 

3) THEORY 

3a Definition of a Microwave Discharge 

One of the parameters to be measured in this 

experiment is the period of time taken for an 

electron density to build up from some Initial value 

to some convenient large value, the increase in the 

electron density being produced by an applied micro- 

wave signal. It is observed experimentally that 

when the electron density reaches a critical value 

the transmitted portion of the incident microwave 

signai is abruptly attenuated and the reflected 

signal increased. At this point a microwave discharge 

is said to have formed. The value of this critical 

density is dependent upon the frequency of the micro- 

wave signal; so the term "discharge" has rather a 

broad definition. However, since we are concerned 

only with radiation of 3.19 centimeter wavelength, 

in this investigation, the term discharge is more 

restrictive. The reflectivity R from a medium whose 

refractive index is 7' is given by (7, p. 617) 

R- - li - ( r) 
1)2+ 

Ç? 
+1 (9+1) + r X 



where 1) ' r2 (J. jX) when the refractive index 

is cor4iplex, and X is called the attenuation index. 

For the "ideal" discharge the value of R is 1; 

therefore, r)' O. In order to evaluate the 

critical electron density it is necessary to determine 

the re±ractive index 0± a gaseous medium containing 

a large number of electrons and positive ions. It 

will be assumed for simplicity that the number of 

electrons and positive ions are equal so that the 

net charge in the medium is zero. The refractive 

index may be evaluated through the relation [ri] 2 
where is the complex dielectric constant of the 

medium. 

The dielectric constant of a medium may be 

determined by considering the "average electron". 

Following L,orentz (15) the equation of motion of an 

electron in an applied electric field, E E0 exp 

(-jwt) of angular frequency w, is given by 

md2x +mV ! -eE 
dt 

where m is the mass of the electron, e is the 

magnitude of the charge of the electron, x is the 

electron's displacement and 2' is the collision 

frequency between the electrons and the molecules. 



Solving this equation for dx / dt we obtain 

dx - - eE 
ni(i4-jw) 

The conductivity ó of the system is given by 

6J -ne dx ne2(Vc+jw) 
r .(v2+v2) 

6 

(1) 

where J is the current density and n is the electron 
density. This equation has been derivea more 

generally by Desloge et al (15) from the electron 
energy distribution function. 

From Maxwell's equations we can obtain the one 

dimensional wave equation 

- E - + K2E - O 

where h2 C. 
}/2 

[ + 
WC. 

, 

(3) 

u is equal to (pL )112 and is the velocity of the 

electromagnetic wave in the medium when the 

conductivity i zero, and E is the complex di- 

electric constait or the ionized medium. Therefore 
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2 .2 (r2) 7(l+jX) = 
wC 

2 2 (4) 

r2 
2(1X2)+2j r2X=l- ne + j ne _ v 

22 mE(+w) mw6(i, i-w) 

Equating the real and imaginary parts we can solve 

for r7 and X, and hence R. At low gas pressures 

the collision frequency is small and the complex 
term may be neglected. The condition for 100% 

reflection from the medium is then given by 

nm6( 2 2 
2-' i-w) 
e2 

The critical electron density defined as the 

value o n evaluated in the lìmit of zero gas pressure 

(i.e. the collision frequency term may be ignored) and 

for a volume of gas in free space (i.e. L 

therefore 

2 
n = 6 w 1.12 X 1O ] z 

12 electrons co- __________ 
e2 2 cm3 

for X = 3.19 cm 

where X is the wavelength (cm) of the incident 

radiation. When the gas is enclosed in a waveguide, 

the permittivity of the space Is given by an 

effective 6 and not The ratio 6/ may be 



expressed as a wavelength ratio by use of the 

relation 

.L= L» 
6'p0 

2 

where it is assumed that the permeability,,u of the 

space is the same as that of free space, c and u are 

the velocities of propagation in free space and in 

the waveguïde respectively, >\ and are the 

wavelengths of the incident radiation in free space 

and in the waveguide respectively. Therefore, the 

critical electron density in the limit of zero gas 

pressure and with the gas enclosed In a waveguide 

is given by 

1.12 x - 0.56 x iO12 electrons for 

cm3 

- 4.46 cm, (5) 

where )\g _ 446 cm is the waveguide wavelength, for 

the dominant mode of propagation in a standard 

size X-band waveguide, when >\ = cm. 

A plot of the reflectivity R of a low pressure 

discharge (i./<K w) as a function of the electron 

density ratio r = given in Figure 1. It is 

quite evident that the reflected microwave signal 
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gives a clear indìcation wkien the critical electron 

density is attained. The effect of increasing the 

gas pressure is to spread out this "demarcation 

point". The reflectivity for . gas pressure such 

that -ii = w is also shown in Figure 1. Experi- 

mentally lt is more convenient to aeasure the tiLie up 

to the point where the traismitted microwave signal 

Is abruptly attenuated, rather than the point where 

the reflection suddenly increases. in the lirait of 

zero gas pressure these two points occur at the 

electron density However, the pressures used 

in this experiment are such that the collision 

frequency is of the same order of magnitude as the 

angular frequency of the incident microwaves and, 

as explained earlier, this causes the "deiarcation 

point" to be spread over a range of electron densi- 

ties about the value n. Tierelore the electron 

density at the point when the time is measured is 

not necessarily equal to nc but is some value close 

to it. For this reason it is convenient to introduce 

another electron density term whìch is arbitrarily 

defined as the electron density at 'which the trans- 

nUtted microwave signal is abruptly attenuated. In 

the limit of zero gas pressure 
"b 
-n, but at 

higher pressures it will be slightly different from 
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n Iii line with this definition we also define the C 

"formative time" of the discharge as being the period 
of time from the arrival of the microwave pulse in 

the discharge region (i.e. the beginning of the 

microwave pulse on an oscilloscope trace) to the 

point where the transmitted microwave signal is 

abruptly attenuated. The microwave power transmitted 

through the discharge region is attenuated by the 

factor exp (-4 ir X z/ Xg) where z is the length 

of path traversed through the discharge. This point 

is discussed further in Section 7c, and a plot of 

the expected attenuation for a given set of condi- 

tions is given in Figure 19. 

3b. Production of Electrons in a Microwave Discharge 

In a microwave discharge secondary electrons 

are produced by ionizing-collisions between the 

primary electrons and the gas molecules. The 

primary electrons, which are usually produced by an 

external radioactive source, gain their energy from 

the microwave field by having their normal oscilla- 

tory motion changed to a random motion by collisions 

(9, vol. 22, p. 531). 

During the production period of the electrons, 

electrons are also being "lost" by several mechanisms 
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which include: 

1) Attachment of electrons to neutral atoms 

and molecules, 

2) Recombination of electrons with positive 

ions, 

3) Diffusion of electrons from the discharge 

region. 

In a gas with an electron affinity, such as oxygen, 

the attachment process is always an important loss 

mechanism. The recoinbination process is important 

when the electron density is large and the electron 

eneray is small. The diffusion loss is, of course, 

dependent on the size of the discharge chamber and 

the gas pressure, and by selecting suitable para- 

meters this loss mechanism can be made negligible. 

Assuming that only the above mentioned processes 

are present, then the equation for the rate of 

change of the electron density is given by 

=V1n 'a -d2 + V2 (Du) (6) 

where t is the time parameter during the formation of 

the discharge and t = O is at the beginning of the 

microwave pulse; n is the electron density; V is 

the frequency of ionization per electron; 
2'a 

is the 

frequency o electron attachment to neutral 
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mo1ecu1es; cL is the recombinatlon rato of electrons 

and positive ious, and D is tha o1octrc dif?usn 
coeffici&t. By riting the rato o rocombiiation 

an 0L 2 it assuaied that the positive ion 

densi.tI is the sanie as tue electron density. There 

nppoars to be very little ini'orLation concerning the 

reconbination of electrons and ions during the 

Coration of a discharge, and dut to the relativoly 
ow electron density and the high oloctron energy it 

is coìiiion praotice to neglect this ecianisn when 

the gas iolocuies have ari electron ainity (17, 22, 

35). 

The frequeflcy o ionization and the frequency of 

electron attachment may be combined to give the net 

frequency of ionization, given by y - - 
Combining the above two factors into Equation 6 gives: 

n! t n + 2 (Dn) (7) 

The oiutioiì of this equation is dependent upon the 

boundary conditions and for this caso the simplest 

appropriate geometry is that of two infinite parallel 
plates separatec by a distance d. (NE. The actual 

discharge chamber in this experiment is a section of 

X-baud waveguide. In one case where the diffusion 

losses aro important the cross section of the 
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waveguide is approximately 2.2 cm x 0.1 cm, and this 

may certainly be represented by a set of parallel 

plates to a first approximation. In the other case 

the cross section is approximately 2.2 cm x 1.0 cm 

and, although this can be represented by a set of 

parallel plates of a given separation, it will be 

shown that the diffusion term is generally negligible 

and hence the geometry of the container is 

unimportant.) 

The diffusion coefficient D is a slowly varying 

function of the electron energy and in the case of 

non-uniform electric fields it should be retained 
within the V2 sign. However, with the considera- 

tion given in the above paragraph the value of D 

may be considered to be a constant and the term 
2 (Dn) may be replaced by D V2 n. For a parallel 

plate geometry V 2 can be replaced by -nl A2 to 

a first approximation (10, p. 48), where A is the 

characteristic diffusion length given by d/T1 for 

a parallel plate geometry. Combining this step into 

Equation 7 we obtain 

n/ò t 1/ n - Dril A2 

whose solution is given by 

llnn(t) =V -D 
t n 



L. . 

is the initial electron deasity and (t) 
is the deúslty after tithe t. When i(t) equals tue 

critical e1ectro cezisity %, then t =T is the 

formative tiìe of the cUschare; therefore 

in (zh./n ) - u 

't.p tric' (8) 

The equation has been expressed in terms of the 

proper variables vip, Dp anci pf\ (9, voi. 22, 

p. 536). Equation 8 is obtained on the assumption 

that the net frequency oÍ Ionization remains constant 

throughout the formation of the discharge. iiowever, 

the presence of a large number of electrons, as the 

electron density approaches 
b, 

produces au increase 
in the effective electric field which increases the 

value of v Further consideration is given on this 

point in Section Ic where it is shown ttiat the eLect 

is negligible. 

3c. Electron Loss Mechanisms în the Decay o a Microwave 

Discharge 

When the microwave power is removed from the 

discharge, the average electron energy falls very 

rapidly to thermal energy due to the collisions 
between the electrons and the molecules. The 

electron density siso decays rapidly due to the same 

loss mechanisms that are present during the formation 
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of the discharge. The equation for the decay of the 

electron density is therefore the same as that for 

the production of electrons except that the ioniza- 

tion term is missing. Thus 

an,' T - - ¡12 + V2 (D'ii) 

here T is tho timo parameter during the decay period 

of the electron density and T O is at the end of 

the microwave pulse (i.e. the beginning of the decay 

period). Note that the value of the diffusion 

coeLicient D' is differenl from that involved in 

the íorriation of the discharge because of the 

dieren1 values of the electron energy. Using the 

¡ame approximations for V2 (D'n) as used in Section 

3b yields 

- - n - - b'n/ f\2 
(9) 

The recombination term is predominant when the 

electron density is large but its effect diniinishes 

as the density decreases. Under these condicions 

ßquation 9 bec os 
(- , ,, (10) 

1f the geometry of the discharge chamber aid the 

value of the gas pressure is such that the diffusion 

term is negligible then Eqiiatìon 10 becomes 

n/T= - van (11) 
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Equations 9, lo and 11 may be expressed by the 

general equation 

n = -n 13(T) 

where 13(T) is a general decay constant which 

includes recombination, attachment and diffusion. 

Therefore 
T' 

in n(T') - 
- [ 13(T) dT (12) 

n.» J .1. 0 

where n(T') is the electron density at time T', 

and flf is the electron density at time T - O 

(i.e. T s O is when the microwave power is removed 

and the electron density has built up to some final 

value fl). In the initial portion of the decay period 

of the electron density, 13(T) will vary with time 

because of the rapid decay of the higher order 

electron diffusion modes (10, p. 48) and because of 

the recombination losses which depend on the square 

of the electron density. When these loss mechanisms 

are negligible, the decay constant is obtained from 

Equation 10 and is given by 

¡3(T) - s Và + D'p (13) 

p p p (pI\)2 

Hence, the value of f should remain constant provid- 

Ing the attachment and diffusion losses remain 



constant with time. The pressure p has been 

introduced to express the equation in terms o proper 

variables. If the diffusion losses are negligible, 

then from Equation 13 we obtain 

p p 

Experimental work by Biondi (5) and Sexton et al 

(51, vol. 1, p. 1A94), on the rate of decay of the 

electron density in the microwave afterglow in 

oxygen, show that although the density initially 
decays in a somewhat arbitrary manner a condition is 

obtained after a millisecond or so where the density 

decays exponentially with time. In the initial 

decay period all three decay mechanisms may be 

operative aid the decay constant is given by 8(T). 

However, when the conditions are such that the decay 

rate is exponential then 8(T) is a constant and is 

given by Equation 13 or 14. 

Biondi used his measured value of the electron 

decay rate to determine the attachment coefficient 
of thermal electrons to neutral molecules. The 

results were independent of pressure over a range of 

8 to 25 mm Hg; so presumably the diffusion loss was 

negligible in his experiment and the dectt, rate is 
given by Equation 14. However, the value obtained 
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for the attachment coefficient was about 100 times 

smaller than that obtained by other workers (11, 19) 

and also later by Biondi himself (ei, vol. 1, p. 1A72) 

when using techniques not employing a microwave 

discharge. Although Biondi's microwave technique 

has been criticized, the method was used recently by 

Sexton et al to, once again, measure the attachment 

coefficient. Their results were approximately the 

same as the t'microwave value" obtained by Biondi. 

Ic has been suggested (13, p. 203-214) that 

the low value obtained for the attachment coefficient 

in the microwave afterglow studies is the result of 

a near balance between attachment and detachment 

resu1tig from collisions oÍ the negative ions with 

vibrationaily excited neutral molecules, which are 

formed during the microwave discharge. This means 

that the decay constant is given by 

! ___ 
p p 

( i 5) 

where Vc! IS the frequency o detachment. Whatever 

the explanation lt is evident that there is a period 

in the decay of the electron density when the decay 

rate is exponential and 13 is a consttnt. From the 

published results of Sexton et al the average value 
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of B/p is (9.l (sec mm Hg), for a pressure range 

of 5 to 20 mm Hg, providing the diffusion loss is 

negligible. The results also show that with their 

equipment, in which the characteristic diffusion 

length was 0.3 cm, the decay constant obtained a 

steady value in about 2.5 milliseconds at 5 inni Hg 

pressure and in less than i millisecond at 20 mm Hg 

pressure. Use of these facts will be made later. 

3d. Method of Determining the Net Frequency of Ionization 

The technique to be described implies the use 

of pulsed microwave power. The discharge is assumed 

to have reached a steady state condition where the 

electron density builds up from some value n at the 

arrival of the microwave puise, attains the critical 
density % after a time t (defined as the formative 

time of the discharge), reaches a density fl by the 

end of the microwave pulse and then decays in the 

period between pulses to n. The cycle is repeated 

with each microwave pulse. 

The decay of the electron density in the period 

between the microwave pulses is given by Equation 12. 

If T' is the time between pulses then n(T') n0. 

Substituting this into Equation 12 and conbning 

the result with Equation 8 yields 
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It should be noted here that the diffusion terhi on 

the right is the diffusion loss during the period of 

electron production. The loss of electrons by 

dif:fusion in the decay period, if present, is 

included in 13(T). 

Differentiating Equation 16 with respect to 

time T'we obtain 

d in (rlb/nf) + ß(T') 

(17) 

.pd'C[v- Dp _+p't d [11- Dp 

' L 
(pAj2 

' L 
(pA )2 

The first term on the left contains the ratio of the 

critical electron density for breakdown to the final 

electron density in the discharge, as a function of 

the repetition rate of the microwave pulses. Since 

the repetition rate determines the electron density 

remaining at the beginning of the next pulse (I.e. 

It determines where the next discharge begins on the 

electron decay curve) It also determines the formative 

time of the discharge and hence determines the length 

of time remaining for the discharge to reach its 

final condition. By working la a range of operating 

conditions so that the formative time is small 



compared to the iegth of the microwave puise then 

there is a greater probability that the discharge 

will attaiu au equilibrium condition before the end 

of the microwave pulse; hence small variations in 

the formative titue should not effect the final 

electron density flf. For simplicity it will be 

assumed that is constant with changing repetition 

rate; therefore, the first term on the left of 
Equation 17 will be neglected in the following 

discussion. Further discussion on this point is 

given in Section 7a. 

The last term ir Equation 17 is controlled 

solely by the electron production parameters; and 

the only terui affected by the initial electron 

density, and hence the repetition rate, is the 

diffusion coefficient LI. When the electron density 

approaches the critical density for breakdown, the 

value of D is given by the ambipolar diffusion 

coefficient. However when the initial electron 

density is small, D is first given by the free- 

electron diffusion coefficient and then later by 

the anibipolar diffusion coefficient. The variation 

in i) with repetition rate can be made negligible by 

operating in a range which ensures that D is always 

given by the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. 
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(NOTE. This requires that the initial electron 

density be large which means that formative time of 

the discharge will be small. The short formative time 

is in agreement with our requirement that is necessary 

to assume that flf remains constant.) The other 

possibility is to make the discharge chamber large 

enough so that the diffusion loss is negligible; hence 

its variation with repetition rate will be negligible. 

Further discussion on this point is given in Sections 

3g and 3h. 

The second term on the left of Equation 17 is 

the decay constant at time T'. As described in 

Section 3c there is a period in the decay curve of 

the electron density when ¡3(T) is a constant, the 

value of which can be determined from the results of 

other workers. If we therefore limit our operating 

conditions to T' greater than about 2 milliseconds 

(i.e. to microwave pulse repetition rates of less 

than 500 pps) and use relatively small formative 

times then Equation 17 reduces to 

7iB i + Dp (18) 
dt/dT (pA)2 

where 13 is given by Equation 13. By selecting a 

value of p so that the diffusion losses are 
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negligible then Equation 18 reduces to 

21=8 3. 69.1 (sec. mm Hg3 (19) 
p pdtfdT dt/dT 

where 13 is given by Equation 14 or 15 depending on 

the interpretation of the decay constant; in either 

case the numerical value of 13 is 69.1 (sec mm Hg) 

(see Section 3c). The value of dt/dT may be 

obtained from a series of plots of the formative time 

of the discharge versus the reciprocal of the 

repetition rate of the microwave pulses at a constant 

energy per pulse. From a knowledge of the length 

of the microwave puise, the microwave power can be 

expressed in terms of an effective electric field 

One can then obtain a plot of the net frequency 

of ionization i-' /p as a function of 

3e. The Effective Electric Field 

In order to correlate the results from microwave 

and dc discharges it is necessary that the ac electric 

fields encountered in the microwave work be expressed 

by an effective field E0 which will produce the same 

net ionization as a dc field of the same magnitude 

(1, vol. 21, p. 395). If the period of relaxation 

of the electron energy is long compared to the rl 

period, the effective electric field is defined by 



E2iE 2 
(20) e rms 

+ w2 

where Ee is the effective electric field, 

E is the rms of the microwave electric 
rms 

ìeid, 

w is the angular frequency of the microwave 

field and 

v is the electron-molecule collision 
frequency and is given by 3.5 x p 

Íor oxygen (9, vol. 22, P, 568), 

where p is the gas pressure in mm Hg. If the gas 

pressure is high, however, the relaxation time of the 

electron energy is comparable with or shorter than 

the rf period and account must be taken of the effect 
of the electron energy modulation (17). The 

immediate effect is that the net frequency of 

ionization varies over each rf cycle. It is under 

these circumstances that the effective net frequency 

of ionization is a time average of (V - v ). The 

overall effect may be expressed by using an 

equivalent electric field that is slightly larger 

than the effective field, as defined above, and is 
given by 

Eeq = Ee + A 
P P 



where E0q IS the equivalent field and represents 

the energy modulation effect. The value of has 

been determined for air by Gould and Roberts for a 

pressure range of zero to infinity. The results 

show that when using 319 cm radiation, the value 

of A is approximately 0.013 volts/cm per nun Hg 

up to a pressure of 300 nun Hg. Since the results 

should be very 8ilailar for oxygen and because the 

maximum pressure used in this experiment is only 

20 nun Hg, then the effect of energy modulation is 

negligible. The equivalent and effective electric 

field is therefore given by Equation 20, 

3f. Calculation of the Net 'requency of Ionization from 

dc Parameters 

The net frequency of ionization for oxygen may 

be evaluated from the first Townsend ionization 

coefficient d.. 

and the electron 

under dc electri 

p. 566) 

-J-' 71 
i 

the attachment coefficient r 

dru t velocity vd , all evaluated 

field conditions (9, vol. 22, 

* 1a (CL..1?) 

The net ionization coefficient (c&.V)) for oxygen 

has been determined by several groups of workers 

(19, p. 1; 42, p. 385-398; 48, vol. 1, p. IBl27) 
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over a range of Edc/p of 25 to 65 volts/cm mm Hg, 

and a pressure range p from a few mm Hg to 600 mm 

11g. The results are in very good agreement differ- 

ing by only about 12%. Since the results of 

Harrison and Geballe (19) have been tabulated 

(29, p. 413) they will be used when required for 

comparison purposes. 

The electron drift velocity in oxygen has been 

determined as a function of a dc electric field by 

Healey and Kirkpatrick (29, p. 324), Bradbury and 

Nielsen (29, p. 230), Brose (8, p. 536-546), Herreng 

(24, p. 6-16) and Goodwin (16). The published results 

are plotted on Figure 2 for convenience. The follow- 

ing remarks are of interest when making a comparison 

of the different results. Loeb (29, p. 233) 

expresses the belief that the general results of 

Bradbury and Nielsen are probably the most consistent 

because of the agreement with their results, for certain 

gases, by other workers. Bradbury nd Nielsen's 

results are currently used to evaluate the electron- 

molecule collision frequency (10, p. 186) (see 

Section 3e). The values obtained by Goodwin are 

for Edc/p < 20 and agree very closely with those 

of Bradbury and Nielsen (14, p. 473-483). Loeb 
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also states (29, p. 322) that Healey and Kirkpatrick's 

results for oxygen should be reliable even though 

their results for the inert gases may be in doubt. 

Loeb makes the general statement (29, p, 320) that 

results obtained before 193G should be regarded 

with caution, especially for the inert gases, because 

the techniques o purity control were not adequately 

developed before this date. The question of gas 

impurity was considered by Prasad and Craggs 

(42, p. 385-398) when measuring the net ionization 

coefficient of oxygen. They used tank-oxygen of 

99.5% purity for their general experiments and 

spectroscopically pure oxygen for a comparison 

experiment; no apparent differences were noted due 

to the different levels of gas impurities. The 

results by Brose were obtained before 1936; however, 

his results for the mean energy of electrons in 

oxygen, which were obtained at the same time as the 

results of the drift velocity of electrons in 

oxygen, were used by Harrison and Geballe in 1953 

(19) in their calculations for the cross-section 

for electron attachment. 

It is apparent fron the above remarks that there 

is no clear cut reason for using any particular set 
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of results for the electron drift velocity. 

Therefore, since the results of Bröse cover the 

largest range of these will be used when 

required for comparison purposes. 

Gould and Roberts (17) calculated the net 

frequency of ionization for air from the above dc 

parameters and obtained good agreement with the 

values obtained by MacDonald (30) who used the value 

of the high frequency ionization coefficient, 

obtained by ¡aicrowave methods, and a calculated value 

for the diffusion coefficient. This gives sorne 

confidence in the correspondence equations. 

3g. The Diffusion Term 

The purpose of this section is to obtain numerical 

values for the various diffusion coefficients so 

that an estimate may be made of the error involved 

1f the diffusion terii is neglected, and also for 

comparison purposes with experimental results. Two 

sets of conditions must be considered: one is during 

the formation of the discharge when the electron 

energy is much larger than that of the ions, and the 

other is during the decay period when the electron 

energy is approximately equal to that of the ions. 

There are transition regions in between these periods 
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particularly at the beginning of the decay period. 

However, in the decay period we are only concerned 

with couditions that occur about two milliseconds 

after the cessation of the discharge, and it is 

estimated by Loeb (29, p. 511) that the electrons 

attain near thermal energies in less than 100 

microseconds after the cessation of a microwave 

discharge. An estimate of tue time taken for the 

electron energy to decrease from a value of 7ev 

(see Section 3g-1) to thermal energies may be made 

by assuming the electron loses 2m/M of its energy 

per collision (i is the mass of the electroii and M 

the mass of a molecule) akid that the collision 

frequency is constant over the given energy raLAge. 

The calculations yield a value of approximately 

20 microseconds. 

In addition to the high and low electron energy 

ranges the two regions of high and low electron 

density taust be considered. For example, Madan 

! (34) measured the formative time of a dis- 

charge starting with an electron density of unity 

and building up to a density of about lO electrons! 

cm3. Throughout this density range the diffusion 

coefficient changes from "free electron" to 
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Itambipolarst and calculations were made to allow for 

this, based on the theory of the transition from 

free to ambipolar diffusion by Allis and Rose (2). 

In the present experiment a steady state pulsed 

discharge is used arid the electron density at the 

beginning of each discharge period will probably be 

quite large. [According to the electron density 

decay curves by Sexton et al (51, vol. 1, p. 1A94) 

n0 will be about l&'/cm3 or greater It would 

therefore be convenient if a single value of the 

diffusion coefficient could be used. 

The transition between free and ambipolar 

diffusion is controlled by the relative values of 

the characteristic diffusion length of the discharge 

chamber and a distance called the Debye length. The 

Debye length h is the separation between the average 

electron and ion when the mean kinetic energy 

equals the potential energy. This is given by 

(52, p. 17) 

h = 6.9 (TIn)112 ems (21) 

where T is the kinetic temperature of the electrons 

i n 0K, and n is the number of e lee trons per cm3. 

When the Debye length equals the characteristic 

diffusion length, the diffusion coefficient is about 
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twice the value of tue ambipolar diffusion 
coefÎicieit (2, p. 84). Using a characteristic 
diffusion length of A 0,16 cm (see Section 3h) 

and an electron energy value of 7ev (see Section 
3g-l), the diffusion coefficient is given approxi- 
mately by the ambipolar diffusiox coefficient during 
the discharge period when the electron density is 
greater than 108/cm3. During the afterglow period 

the electron density must be greater than 6 z 

n3 in order for the diffusion to be ambipolar. 

It should be noted that in a recent paper by Kelly 

and Margenau (25) the ambipolar diffusion coefficient 
was used for the value of D during the discharge 

period, for a range of electron densities of from 
3 3 

3 x 10 /cm to the critical value for breakdown. 

3g-1. Free Electron Diffusion Coefficient 
The free electron diffusion coefficient 

De 
is 

given by (54, p. 94t3) 

D0 2/3. ÜJAJe 

where U is the average electron energy in electron 
volts, 1A.Lt is the electron mobility elm v. where 

e is the electron charge in coulombs, m is the 

electron mass in kilograms and is the 
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ectron-moocic collision frequency. The factor 

2/Z is Ler a Iaxwallian distributIon, while for a 

Druyvestayi distribution the factor is O.7G3; the 

resu..ts ara relatively incnsitivc to the distribu- 

tiou unctio used. or eloc.ron with thermal 

energy this equation yields tAxe value 

3 2 1)eß*lO mmlfgcm/sec. 

There is a wide range of values obtained for 

De during the discharge period by the various authors 

due to the different values used for 

energy of an electron in a microwave 

Gould and Roberts (17) and MacDonald 

value 0.036 Ee/P which was obtai 

work by Healey and Reed (20, p. 79). 

value given is for air but according 

the average 

discharge. 

(30) used the 

tied from the 

(NOTE. The 

to the reference 

it applies equally well for oxygen.) Kelly and 

Margenau (2, p. i(l7) used the relation D i /3, 

where i is the mean free path and is the average 

speed of the electron, and determined that 

; 3/4 vi where l/2inv.2 - u - 12.5 ev, the ioniza- 

;ìon energy br molecular oxygen. TAxis yields the 

value ü - 7ev. Other values for tne aterage electron 

energy as a Lune tion oi E/sì are i'ion by ilealey and 
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Kirkpatrick (29, p. 324) and Bröse (8, p. 536-546). 

Using the value of i 3.5 x 1O p and E5/p 40 

volts/cm min Hg gives the following values for the 

free electron diffusion coefficient during the 

discharge period, 

DeP 0.5 x mm Hg cm2/sec, using the results of 

Healey & Reed, 

Dp 1.0 x io6 mm Hg czn2/sec, using the results 
Healey & Kirkpatrick, 

Dp = 1.& x mm Hg cm2/sec, using the results of 

Bröse, 

DeP = 2,3 x mm Hg cm2/sec, using the results of 

Kelly & Margenau. 

3g-2. Ambipolar Diffusion Coefficient 

When electrons are "lost" from the discharge 

region at the saine rate as the positive ions, the 

ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da 18 defined by 

(29, p. 208) 

Da 
DjjU + Dopj (22) 

!-e +,/i 
where the subscripts i and e refer to the positive 
ions and electrons respective». The value of 

p,,Uj for positive, and negative, oxygen ions is 
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given by Varney (55) and Burch and Geballe (11) 

as approximately 2 x mm Hg cm2 (sec voltY1. 

During the discharge period the average electron 

energy is very much larger than the aveiage ion 

energy, and under this condition Equation 22 reduces 

to Da De »i//JUe De/25Os By comparison, Kelly 

and Margenau (25) used a value of Da De140 for the 

discharge period. During the afterglow period when 

the electrons have near thermal energies, Equation 22 

simplifies to Da 2Dj; therefore the value of DP 
equals 6G mm Hg cm2/sec. 

When the predominant electron loss mechaiiism 

is electron attachment to neutral molecules, then 

many negative ions are formed. If x is the fraction 

of electrons which remain unattached and (l-x) is 

the ratio of the negative to positive ions, the 

ambipolar diffusion coefficient is given by (29, 

p. 209) 

Da X(P+De + Me1)+) + (lx)(,&AD_ +1t4_D) (23) 

+ »eX +/ (1x) 

whore the subscripts + and - refer to the positive 

and negative ions respectively. During the discharge 

period the attachment rate will not be very large and 

we may assume that the ambipolar diffusion coefficient 
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is given by Equation 22. However, iii the aftrr1ow 

period the attachmert rate i very 1ar,e nd Equation 

23 applies. in the limIt when x equals i we obtain 

the valua D2D+; in the limit when x equals exo we 

obtain D-D. Therefore in the afterglow period the 

value of Dap is between 33 to 66 min Hg cm2/sec. 

3h. Minimum Waveguide Height Necessary for the Diffusion 

Losses to be Neglected 

The published results by Sexton et al (51, vol. 

11p. :1A94) on the decay of the electron density in 

the afterglow of a microwave dIscharge ii oxygen 

show that in the region where the decay is 

exponential then the decay rate is independent of 

pressure over a rane of 5 tc 20 ii 13g. The 

characteri3tic diffusion length in their experinent 

was 0.3 cm. This ¡aeans that the diffusion losses 

in the afterglow in the present experiment may be 

neglected providing pA > 1.5 cm mm Hg. 

The discharge chamber in this experiment consists 

of a length of X-band waveguide of standard width 

(2.20 cm) and of a suitable height. Standing waves 

are set up in the iicrowave field by totally 

reflecting the incident signal at a suitable point. 

Since the height of the waveguithi will have to be 

quite large in order to neglect the diffusion losses, 
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the electric field distribution in the discharge 

region will be non-uniform. This means that the 

geometry of the chamber cannot be considered as 

a set of infinite parallel plates with a separation 

equal to the height of the waveguide. In the case 

of the parallel plate geometry with a separation d, 

and a uniform electric field between them, the 

characteristic diffusion length is given by d/'íi 

The effect of bounding a given volume between these 

two parallel plates is to produce a non-uniform 

electric field, in the enclosed volume, which in 

turn tends to isolate the region of ionization to 

that where the electric field is large. Isolating 

the discharge in this manner has the effect of 

reducing the characteristic diffusion length. A 

variational-method for the solution to non-uniform 

electric field problems has been given by Platzman 

and Soit (40). The method is to determine an 

effective separation of an equivalent parallel plate 

geometry for an X-band rectangular cavity. The 

calculations, which require the aid of a computer, 

are given for air in a cavity, 0.900 inch x 0.961 

inch z 0.400 inch high. Let us consider the 

standard X-band waveguide (0.900 inch z 0.400 inch) 
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as a trial size for the discharge chamber in the 

present experiment. The standing waves in the 

microwave field will have the effect of limiting the 

length of the discharge chamber to approximately 

0.9 inches, so that the size of the chamber will be 

similar to that used by Platzman and Soit. Since the 

results for air and oxygen should be approximately 

the same, we may use the results of Platzman and 

Soit to determine the plate separation of an 

equivalent parallel plate geometry. The results 

yield a minimum effective parallel plate separation 

of d 0.5 cms ( A - 0.16 cnis) for the above trial 

size chamber. In order for the diffusion losses in 

the afterglow period to be negligible it is necessary 

to satisfy the condition that the value of pA be 

greater than 1.5 cm nun Hg; this requires that the 

pressure be 10 mm Hg or higher. 

In order for the diffusion losses during the 

formation of the discharge to be negligible, we 

see from Equation 18 that we require 

Dp « 13/ip 69.1 (sec mm HgY 

(pA)2 dt/dT dt/dT 

The minimum experimental value of the right hand 

side for a gas pressure of 10 mm Hg is 5 x l0. 



Using the free clectxon diffusion coefficient as an 

extreffie value for and using the value of 

= 1.6 x iO6 rn Ug cm2/sec, then wIth A 0.16 cm 

we obtain the value 
r 

Dp GxlO 
(pA )2 

Therefore under these exreue conditions the value of 

li/p at the low values of Es/p Will only be about 

one-half its correct value U the diffusion losses 
are neiected during the discharge period. However 

using the results of Allis and Rose (2) as a guide, 

the effective diffusion coefficient is about one- 

tenth of the free eioctroa diffusion coefficient at 

. . .. 6 3. 
an eieccron densiy of about 10 /cm (i.e. the 

AiniI2um expected value) and will, of course, decrease 

as the electron density iicreases. This indicates 

tnat the error introduced by neglecting the diffusion 

losses will only be about lO at low values of 

e" 
and considerably le3s at higher values of 

E0/p. 

Li conc1usioi, by using a standard X.-hand 

waveguide for the discharge ctiaiøber, it should be 

possible to neglect the diffusion losses in the 

foriiation of the discharge and in the decay period 
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providing the gas pressure is 10 mm Hg or greater. 

This statement can be verified experimentally by 

noting any change in the results with pressure. The 

above discharge chamber will be referred to as the 

"1 cm chamber" in the future sections. The 

experiment was also performed in a "shallow9' 

chamber, about 0.1 cm high, in which the diffusion 

losses will be important. 

4) APPARATUS 

The microwave tectinique used to produce the 

discharges is essentially the same as that used by 

0sÁam (37). The method is to set up standing waves 

in the discharge region ana to locate the nodes of 

tAie standing waves at the "weak points' in the 

system, sucxi as at the microwave window, so that 

unwanteä äisctiarges may be avoided. Oskam found 

that the electric field required to procuce electrical 

breakdown of the gas increased with increasing 

voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) up to a value 

of VSWR of about 3. He attributed this as being 

partly due to the effective diffusion length 

decreasing as the standing wave ratio is increased 

(i.e. the length of the aischarge aecreases as the 

shape of the standing wave gets steeper). The shape 
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of the standing wave pattern is essentially constant 

for a VSWR greater than 3; therefore the breakdown 

field is constant. For this experiment it has been 

shown (Section 3h) that the diffusion losses may be 

neglected when a 1 cm high chamber is used. In the 

experiment using a shallow chamber the height of 

the chamber will effectively determine the character- 

istic diffusion length, so the length of the discharge 

will have negligible effect. For this reason, and 

because of experimental simplicity, the voltage 

standing wave is produced by 100% reflection of the 

incident power. 

4a. Discharge Chamber 

The i cm discharge chamber is constructed from 

standard X-band brass waveguide (0.900 inch x 0.040 

inch), is 88 mm long and has a choke flange at each 

end (see Figure 3). The chamber is sealed off at oìe 

end with a flat brass plate and at the other end 

with a microwave window (Microwave Associates type 

MA 1430). The gas inlet is located in the center of 

the length of the chamber and on one of the broad 

faces of the waveguide. The length of the chamber, 

including the thickness of the window flange, is 

approximately equal to two waveguide wavelengths. 
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This places the gas inlet hole and the microwave 

window at a node in the standing wave. The inside 

of the chamber was carefully finished to eliminate 

any irregularities where the tube and the flanges 

were joined. The interior surface was finished 

with 400 grit carborundum to remove any surface 

irregularities. The chamber was scrubbed well with 

soap and water to remove the carborundum grit, thon 

washed in acetone to remove any grease. It was 

then boiled in distilled water and finally washed 

with ethyl alcohol. 

A special contoured waveguide assembly was made 

for the study of the effect of a gas flew on a 

microwave discharge (see part two) and this was used 

in the present experiment as a "shallow" discharge 

chamber. The contour-assembly is described in full 

in part two and it is sufficient to say here that 

the contoured waveguide tapers down from a standard 

waveguide dimension to a small gap width, then opens 

up again to the standard waveguide size. Three gap 

widths of 0,114, 0.164 and 0.214 centimeters are 

available. Only the height of the waveguide varies, 

not the width. The purpose of the contoured wave- 

guide is to ensure that the discharge occurs at 



the point where the waveguide height is the smallest. 

This, therefore, requires that the antinode of the 

microwave standing wave also be located at this 

point; the setting-up procedure is described in 

part two. The long flow-tube used in conjunction 

with the contour-assembly in the gas flow experiment 

was omitted in the present experiment for convenience. 

4b. Microwave Circuit 

A schematic of the microwave circuit is shown 

in Figure 4. The 3.19 cm pulsed-power is obtained 

from an APS-4 radar unit. A power-divider next in 

line to the transmitter provides a coarse adjustment 

for the amount of power supplied to the main wave- 

guide, the surplus power being absorbed in a matched 

terminating load. A O-50 db precision variable 

attenuator provides a fine adjustment for the useable 

power. Next in line is a 20 db directional-coupler 

which is used to monitor the useable power. A 

small traction of the power is coupled into the side 

arm where, after further attenuation, it is measured 

with the aid of a thermistor mounted in a suitable 

detector iiount. The thermistor constitutes one arm 

of a balanced bridge, the remaìnder of which is part 

of the power meter (Hewlett Packard Model 430C). 
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A O-20 db variable attenuator is mounted In the 

detector arm to enable the power meter to be easily 

zeroed, The power in the rnain waveguide then passes 

through a ferrite isolator (Cascade Research Model 

X126) whose function is to absorb the power reflected 

from the discharge chamber and so avoid daiag1ng the 

magnetron. The microwave power then goes to the 

discharge chamber at the end of which it is reflected 

to set up standing waves in the chamber. The 

reflected power is monitored by means of a second 

20 db directional coupler; the reflected power is 

rectified by means of a 1N23 crystal, and the 

resultant pulse shape displayed on an oscilloscope 

(Tektronix, Model 581). 

Two modifications were made to the APS-4 radar 

unit to improve its stability and operating range. 

One was to replace the 1B22 spark-tubes, which are 

used to initiate the ticrowave pulse, with a C22 

thyratron. The change was made because of the 

frequent miss-firing of the spark-tubes and the 

subsequent loss of time changing tubes. The necessary 

modifications are shown schematically in Figure 5. 

The other modification was a replacement of the 

multivibrator in the pulse repetition circuit with an 
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external pulse generator (Measurements Corp. Model 

74-B). This enabled the microwave pulse rate to be 

varied continuously over a range of from about 150 

to 1000 pps, depending on the microwave pulse width 

being used. For trouble-free operation for more 

than several minutes the useable repetition rate 

with the 2.1 microsecond pulse is between about 2i0 to 

450 pps. Outside of this range the duty cycle of 

the magnetron is either too small or too large and 

the magnetron operation becomes very intermittent 

or the high voltage circuit overloads. The radar 

unit has two microwave pulse lengths, listed as 0.6 

and 2.1 microseconds. 

4c. Gas System 

The gas handling system was designed and built 

for the gas flow experiment and is described fully 

In part two. As far as this experiment is concerned 

the gas is obtained from a standard gas cylinder, it 

is passed through a solid CO2 and acetone cold trap 

and then through a liquid nitrogen trap to remove 

the water vapor. The system is pumped out with an 

Edward's model ISC-450B mechanical vacuum pump whose 

base-pressure is of the order of several microns of 

mercury. The low pressure in the discharge chamber 
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Is measured with a thermocouple type gauge with a 

Bon-De model RD-20R r@ading unit. The oprting 

gas pressure in the discharge chamber Is mesured 

with a Wa11c and Tiernan bsoite pressìire 

indicntor, type FA-160. The pressure range of the 

gauge Is O to 50 mm !f viti, listed accuracy of 

reading of 1/300 f'a1i scale readIng. Tbe gauge was 

checked agaInst vi oil !nanometer, filled with Dow 

Corning 702 1licon diffusion--ump oil, because 

the gauge did not zero correctly. The accracy of 

ett1ng and repeatbiIity wa found to be 0.25 mm Hg. 

The accuracy of the oïl manometer was estirnted to 

be 0.1 mm Hg. 

. EXPFRIMETAL PROCY?DUR 

5a . Iethod of Meas'irinFruative Tinies 

As øtated in Section 3a, the presence of a 

lAicrowave discharge is detected by the largo attenua- 

tion in the microwave signal. A large reflection 

coefficieiiit is also aociated witb the large 

atttHfllation factor. The presence of t!.e dF.charge 

le beet i1lstrated by removing the ita1 reflector 

pl2te from the back of the discharge cbaber and 

rep1icing it with a second nicrowave wino?' and a 

terninating WIeri there is no disch're present 
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tiiø rof1octìd 1crow&v igna1 is very small and is 

similar to trace C in Figure 6. The discharge is 

initiated either with the aid of an external radio- 

active source, to provide a copious supply of 

primary electrons, or by increasing the microwave 

power until 'breakdown" occurs. If the high power 

method is used then the reflected signal rises very 

rapidly as soon as the microwave pulse begins. This 

is shown in trace A, Figure 6. When the power level 

is reduced the reflected microwave signal first 

appears at the same height as that observed when there 

was no discharge present, but then rises rapidly 

after a measurable delay tizne indicating that a 

discharge has formed (see trace B Figure 6 This 

delay between the beginning of the microwave pulse 

and the point where the reflection suddenly increases 

is interpreted as the formation time of the microwave 

discharge. It should be noted that once the 

discharge has started it is self substaining and the 

external source may be removed without effecting the 

properties of the discharge. The oscilloscope traces 

shown in Figure 6 were taken using the 0.6 micro- 

second microwave pulse and the contoured waveguide 

assembly. The ref lectior from the tapered waveguide 
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TRACE A 

TRACE B 

TRACE C 

FIGURE 6. REFLECTED MICROWAVE PULSE. 



is recpor.'th1e s'vr t'.e relatively lare reflected 

signal observed in trace C. Furthernore. the 

rectifying ]N23 crystal was operating in a very 

non-linear region. The particular discharge shown in 

these three traces W98 across one of the microwave 

windows. In nevera], photographs part of the trace 

has been "dottedin" because of the difficulties of 

reproduction. 

When the metal plate is replaced at the back 

of the discharge chamber, to produce the voltage 

standing waves and to prevent discharges occurring 

at the microwave windows, the presence of the 

discharge is detected by a decrease of the reflected 

signai (i.e. a portior. of the incident power is 

absorbed by the discharge); this is illustrated by 

the oscilloscope traces shown in Figure 8. 

5b. Preliminary Experiments with the i cm Discharge 

Chamber 

The length of the 1. cia discharge chamber is 

such that there are four antinodes of the voltage 

standing wave along the length of the tube and 

presumably there is equal probability of the 

discharge starting at any one of these antinodes. 

A check was made to ensure that the discharge 
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characteristics did not depend on the location of 

the discharge. A second i cm chamber was made 

which was identical to the first one except there 

was a 0.02 inch slot x 2 inches long along the center 

of the broad face of the chamber. This was covered 

with a glass plate (a standard 3 inch microscope 

slide) which was secured with Apiezon W wax. 

Observing the discharges visually it was found that 

at about 5 mm Hg pressure there was a greater 

tendency for the discharge to occur at the antinode 

nearest the radar source. At 10 mm Hg pressure there 

was a greater tendency for the discharge to occur at 

any one of the four antinodes; the probability of the 

discharge occurring at any one of the antinodes 

increased with increasing gas pressure. Using a 

pressure of 15 mm Hg, it was found that the formative 

time of the discharge for a given set o conditions 

was independent of the location o the discharge, 

within the accuracy of measurement. 

A series of photographs were taken of the light 

pulse from the discharge and the associated trans- 

mitted microwave pulse (see Figure 7). The photo- 

graphs were taken at a gas pressure of 12.5 mm Hg, 

and using the 2.1 microsecond microwave pulse at a 

repetition rate of 300 pps; the discharge was 

located at the second antinode from the microwave 
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source. The horizontal scale on the photograph is 

o. rnicrosec4jttd per square. Tie apparatus was 

chane4 slightly to obtain the trausmitte microwave 

signal. The brass end plate or the chamber was 

replaced by a microwave wìiidow, Zollowed by a slotted 

sectio o:f waveguide and thelA a stW tuner. The 

stub tuner was adjusted to piace the voltage standing 

wave in the required location. The transmitted 

¡iicrowave signai was obtained froa a probe inserted 

in the siotted-line. The purpose o recording the 

lint puise shape is to illustrate how aidly the 

disciarge reacnes an equilibrium condition. Further 

ref erece to this point is ¡nade th Section la. 

It was observed witti the i c discharge chamber 

that when the discharge first started the iuitial 

formative time was occasionally lon,er thaLÀ the 

equilibrium value. Uowever, or a gív set of 

conditions tile equiiiûrium value, wí1iCi was attained 

after a period of several seconds, was aiwtjs the 

same regardless oi' tae initial value. A s.r.ef study 

was made of this point with the above chamber. It 

was visually observed that occasionally several 

discharges started sinultaneously and, over a period 

o several seconds, all but one would slowlj "dieu 

out. This pAlenotnena was accompanied witn a longer 
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initiai formative time which then reverted to its 

normal value (i.e. the equilibrium value) when there 

was only one discharge present. 

Under certain conditions of gas pressure and 

microwave power, the reflected wave from the discharge 

sets up a large voltage standing wave with an antinode 

near the aicrowave window which produces a discharge 

across the window. Evidence of this was observed 

by the staining oí the silver plating on the window 

flange. 

A check was made with the final 1 cm chamber 

to deteruino the effects of possible impurities in 

the gas due to by-products from the gas discharge. 

A steady discharge was maintained under constant 

conditions for a period of 10 minutes and no change 

in the formative time of the discharge was observed. 

However, in order to minimize aLLy long term effects 

the discharge chamber was pumped out and refilled 

every few minutes throughout the final experiment. 

5c. Measurements to Determine dr/dT 

The theory requires that the formative time of 

the discharge be measured as a function of the 

repetition rate of the microwave pulses at various 
pressures and microwave power levels. A range of 
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repetition rates of 250 to 450 pps was set by the 

operating conditions of the magnetron in the microwave 

power supply. The upper limit is within the range 

specified in Section 3d. A check was made to ensure 

that the shape of the microwave pulse was the same at 

all repetition rates; this then enabled the energy 

per pulse to be maintained at a constant value, when 

the repetition rate was varied, by varying the 

recorded power level in proportion to the repetition 

rate. All the data was taken using the 2.1 micro- 

second pulse length. 

The required data were taken by setting the gs 

pressure and the repetition rate of the microwave 

pulses constant, then measuring the formative time 

of the steady state discharge as a function of power. 

The repetition rate was measured with the aid of a 

second oscíllo3cope. The data for tne J. cm chamber 

were repeated at least three times; the readings 

generally repeated to within about 3. A certain 

amount of personal judgment was involved in uieasuring 

the formative time of the discharge. lits is best 

illustrated by the photographs shown in Figure 8. 

The discharges were located in the 1 cm chamber; 

and the traces are for different power levels, a 

gas pressure of 10 mm Hg and a repetition rate of 
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400 pps. The horizontal scale is 0.05 microseconds 

per square on trace A, and 0.1 microseconds per 

square on trace B. 

The necessary data to determine d'1/dT were 

also obtained with the contour assembly, using gap 

widths of 0.114, 0.164 and 0.214 centimeters. The 

data repeated to within about the same order of 

accuracy as for the 1 cm chamber but a lot more 

personal judgment was involved in determining the 

value of the formative time because of the variations 

in the formative time. This variation increased 

with the formative time. This point is illustrated 

in Figure 9 which shows two oscilloscope traces, 

at different power levels, taken with the 0.164 cm gap 

assembly and at a pressure of 12.5 mm Hg. The 

horizontal scale is 0.05 microseconds per square. 

The variation in the formative time of the longer 

pulse (i.e. the upper trace) is difficult to see 

because of the faint trace associated with the wide 

spread of the different oscilloscope sweeps. 

6) RESULTS 

6a. Experimental Results 

With the 1 cm discharge chamber data were obtained 

at pressures of 4.9, 9.8, 15.1 and 19.6 mm Hg 
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(corrected to a temperature of 22°C) , at repetItion 

rates of 250 to 450 pps, in steps o 50 pps, and for 

formative times from 0.1 to 1.0 microseconds. A 

preliminary set of results for this experiment also 

included data obtained at higher gas pressures; 

reference to this will be made when required. 

With the 0.114 cm gap assembly data were obtained 

at pressures of 4.9, 7.4, 14.7 and 19.6 mm Hg 

(corrected to a temperature of 22°C), at repetition 

rates of 250 to 450 pps and for formative times from 

0.1 to about 0.5 microseconds. The variation in the 

formative time of the discharge prevented taking data 

for formative times larger than about 0.5 microseconds. 

A limited range of data was also taken with the 0.164 

cm and the 0.214 cm gap assemblies, at pressures of 

49, 7.4 and 12.5 mm Hg for the 0.164 cm gap, and 4.9 

and 7.4 mm Hg 2or the 0.214 cm gap. Once again the 

large variation in the formative times limited the 

rango of data that could be obtained. 

A typical set of results of the formative time 

of the discharge versus the recorded microwave iwer 

is shown in Figure 10. The results are for the i cm 

chamber at 10 mm Hg pressure. Due to the shape of 

the microwave pulse it is necessary to correct the 

value of microwave power before evaluating d /dT 
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from the experimental results; this Is described In 

detall in Section 6b. A plot of the corrected results 

from the above data is shown in Figure 11. From this 

type of graph a plot can be obtained of the formative 

time as function of the time between pulses, for a 

constant energy per pulse (see Figure 12). The 

power values to the right of the curves in Figure 12 

are taken from the abscissa of Figure 1]. for the data 

obtained at a repetition rate of 450 pps. In order 

to retain a constant energy per pulse the power values 

at the other repetition rates have to be reduced in 

proportion to the repetition rates. A complete set 

of graphs representing all the data for the formative 

time of the discharge versus the "corrected" 

recorded microwave power (such as Figure 11) is 

included in the appendix. Typical variations In the 

formative times are indicated by "error lines" on 

the graphs. 

It can be seen from Figure 12 that the slope 

d1/dT is very uniform and easily evaluated. However, 

at gas pressures above about 25 mm Hg the plots of t 

versus T are definitely curved, particularly at the 

lower power levels and the lower repetition ratos. 

The effect Is shown in Figure 13; the plot is for 

50 mm 11g pressure and is part of the preliminary data. 
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A possible explanation for this type of result is 

that at the higher gas pressures there is a large 

electron loss by attachment, during the afterglow 

period, which will cause the electron density to 

decay rapidly. The diffusion coefficient may 

therefore start a transition from the ambipolar to 

the free-electron diffusion coefficient. As the 

value of the diffusion coefficient for the afterglow 

period increases, so will the value of the decay 

constant 3 . Likewise, a lower electron density 

at the beginning of the formation of the discharge 

may cause the diffusion coefficient to change from 

free-electron to ambipolar during this period. If 

the diffusion coefficients vary with time then so 

will the value of d1/dT (see Equation 18). No 

results have been evaluated from this type of data. 

With the value of d1/dT obtained from plots 

such as Figure 12 the value of ií ¡p can then be 

obtained from Equation 19. This equation is used 

on the assumption that the diffusion losses are 

negligible at all times. A typical tabulation of 

the results is shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE i 
9.8 min Hg - i cm discharge chamber 

Powar (1 t /dT 
* 

"1' 
dt/dT vo 

Ee/p# 

(mw) 
cm volts! 

c1 mm Hg 

0.7 24 X 1O 2.88 x io6 1453 526 

0.65 29.5x io_6 2.34 X io6 ioo 50.7 

0.6 36 x lO6 1.82 x iob 1345 48.7 

0.55 i06 1.44 x io6 1287 '16.6 

o. 62 x ko_6 1.11 o6 1228 44.4 

O..5 84 x iu6 0.82 x iø6 1165 42.2 

0.4 141 x io_6 049 x iO 1093 39.7 

Q. 
69.1 (sec WM 

p 
Ee = O.O362(iim 

PEm (sw) 

The first column marked "Pcwcr" 1 corrected recorded 

n1lcrowave power for repetition rate o 450 pps 

(i.e. it is taken fr the abscissr of graphs such 
ts Figtre li). The second and third columns are seLf 

explitnatory. The fourth column is the peak value of 

the electric field in the center of the discharge 

chamber, allowing for the standing wave (see Section 

ßc). The fifth column is the required coordinate 

for plotting the final results and it is obtained 

from the value of Em(sw) by the use of Equation 20. 
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The completed tet of results for the I cm 

chamber is p1otte ou Figure 14; the expected error 

oh the points not marked with error-1ine is less 

than 10% The value of obtained from the dc 

parameters (see Section 3i) is plotted on the same 

graph for comparison purposes. The results are 

discussed in Section 7g. 

The results for the 0.114, 0.164 and 0.214 cm 

gap assemblies are given in Figures 15, 16 and 17 

respectively, where the values o 69. 1/(d /dT) are 

plotted as a function of These results are 

discussed in detail in Section 7f. 

6b. Correction Due to the Shape of the Microwave Pulse 

An oscilloscope trace of the microwave pulse 

is shown in Figure 18; the horizontal scale is 0.25 

microseconds per square. It is observed that the 

height of the pulse increases with time; therefore 

for small values of the discharge formative times 

(about 0.7 microseconds or less) the average micro- 

wave power present during the formation of the 

discharge is less than the average power throughout 

the pulse. Allowance must be made for this when 

determining the effective value of 

The trace shown in Figure 18 was obtained using 
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a 11423 cryatal with a 56 ohm resistor in parallel 

with it. The wicrowave pst Zvel is reduced to 

a low value so that the crystal sposi was husar 

The voltage across the crystal vas approzta$$sly 

0.02 volts. The trace was viewed on a Tektronix 

Type 51 oscilloscope with a type B plug-in 

preamplifier and a type 81 plug-in adaptor. The 

rise time of the oscillosco Iken using the 0.005 

volts/cm vertical sensitivity scale is listed as 

0.025 microseconds. With a 200 ohm resistør across 

the crystal to pulse shape was almost identical 

except that the rise time was increased. There is 

some question as to whether the rise time of the 

pulse is limited by the microwave circuitry or the 

detection system. The rise time on the photographed 

trace is 0.06 microseconds. The sanufacturer 3 

specification shsst (44) for the type 728-A magnetron 

recommends that the voltage pulse for the magnetron 

have a rise time of 0.1 to 0.2 microseconds. It is 

therefore reasonable to assume that the rise time 

on the recorded trace is at lasit very close to 

the actual rise time of the microwave pulse. 

The average power during the formation of the 

discharge is given by (l/T) P dt C where 
io 



is the formative time of the discharge, P is the 

microwave power at time t, P is the maximum power 

(i.e. the top of the pulse shape) and C is a correc 

tion factor. Completing the left hand side of the 

equation by numerical integration for different 

values of t , we obtain a tabulation of the power 

correction factor for different formative times 

(see Table 2). The correction factor is applied 

by multiplying the recorded average microwave power 

by C to obtain the effective average microwave 

power (referred to in the text as the "corrected 

microwave power"). 

TABLE 2 

t(,,usec) C tÇ,usec) C t(,psec) C 

0.05 0.447 0.35 0.816 0.75 0.896 

0.1 0.632 0.4 0.832 0.8 0.902 

0.125 0.681 0.45 0.844 0.9 0.913 

015 0.713 0.5 0.860 1.0 0.922 

0.17i 0.747 0.55 0.864 1.2 0.934 

0.2 0.762 0.6 0.876 1.4 0.944 

0.25 0.767 0.6s 0.884 1.6 0.952 

0.3 0.794 0.7 0.891 2.0 0.961 
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6c. Calculation to Determine the Electric Field 

The microwave power entering the discharge 

chamber is different from the recorded power because 

of the loss of power between the recording point 

and the discharge chamber, and due to the coupling 

factor between the main waveguide and the detector. 

The power loss was measured by placing an additional 

directional coupler, detector mount and power 

detector in place of the discharge chamber, and 

terminating the microwave circuit with a matched 

terminating load (Hewlett Packard Model X912A). The 

manufacturers calibration values were used for the 

coupling ratios in the directional couplers, and 

for the attenuation values in the fixed attenuators. 

The two power meters were calibrated according to 

the manufacturers specifications and the two gave 

identical readings when checked in a suitable mIcro- 

wave circuit. The results showed that the average 

microwave power entering the discharge chamber (or 

the contour assembly) was 817.4 times the recorded 

power reading. 

It should be noted that the power meter measures 

an average power value whereas the microwave power 

is pulsed. The manufacturers specifications of the 

power meter states that power measurement of pulse 
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modulated signais is accurate down to a critical 

frequency which is below 100 pps for thermistor type 

detectors. rihe accuracy o the meter is listed as 

5% of the full scale reading. The relation between 

pulse power in the discharge chamber and the recorded 

average power is obtained in the following manner: 

Let P recorded power meter reading in watts 

ave average power entering tue discharge 

chamber = bi?.42 

P = pulse power = rave 
m 

repetition rate x pulse 
length 

The puise length must be suitably aelined. From 

Figure 18, if we define P to be the maximum height 

of the microwave pulse then the length of the pulse 

is given by (1/Pm) 
f 

) dt where the integral is 

taken over one microwave puise. This yields a pulse 

length of 2.26 microseconds. The value of the 

repetition rate in the equation for 
m 

is 450 pps 

since all power values are referred to this value. 

With these values we obtained the relation 

m 80.37 X P 

The relation between the pulse power and the peak 

electric field Em at the center of a rectangular 

waveguide operating in the dominant TEE» mode, is 
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obtained £roiîì the Poynting vector (38, p. 171). The 

power Pm transmitted through the wave guide is given by 

= 1/2 E 

f 
E2 dv 

where E is the peak value of the electrIc fIeld, 

1/2 E E2 dv Is the energy per volume element dv 

and u is the velocity of propagation of the microwave 

power in the waveguide. For the TE01 mode of 

propagation the electric field distribution across 
the guide is Em sin (y 'IT /b) , where b Is the width 

of the guide and y Is the distance from one edge. 

The field is uniform in the x direction, which is 

across the shortest dimension of the waveguide. The 

height of the waveguide Is given by a. Therefore 

the value of P is given by 

2 rb 2 2 
- 1/2 E u a sin (yll/b) dy-]j4E uab 

Jo 
Writing u (E/1j )l/2 

Çu e ) 1/2 

- 

(,A1/ c) 

X0 />g 
1/2 

(AJ0/E0) 

where,,u may be set equal to,,u0; (}J/0)1'2 is the 

resistivity of free space = 376.7 ohms, and X and 

X g Pre the wavelengths of the microwaves in free 
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space and ii the waveguide, respectively. These 

calculations yield the value 

>\0 

P _6.63xl04E2abÇ 
W m 

In thii experizueit the vnite 19 C), as 

rneasured with a Írequenc motor placed in the power 

detector arm, and >g equals 4.46 cm. 

The actual value o the peak electric fieid is 

greater thais because of the reflections within 

the discharge chamber. it is assumed that the 

sianal is reflected 100% from the metal plate at 

the back of the chanber. A portion of the reflected 

signal is reflected back into the discharge chamber 

by the microwave components; this reflectivity was 

measured by replacing tue discharge chamber with a 

slotted waveguide, a ferrite isolator and a klystron. 

With the magnetron turned off a voltage standing wave 

ratio of 1.57 was measured; this represents a power 

reflection of 4.8%. Therefore, the actual peak 

electric field E equals 2.048 E 
in(sw) m 

For the i cm discharge chamber the values of a 

and b are 1.03 cm and 2.29 cm, respectively, therefore 

lE = 5.49 x (P watts)112 
m ( sw) 

where P is the recorded power meter reading in watts. 



When using tue contour assemb1 as a discharge 

chamber there is an additional loss factor due to the 

creation of non-transmittal modes at the points 

where the height of the waveguide decreases, i.e. 

at the contours (see part two). For the 0.114 cru 

gap assenibly the loss in transmission is 10.6% 

whereas the reflection loss is less than 0.5%. For 

the 0.214 cm gap assembly the loss in transmission 

is 12%, with the same reflection loss. For simplicity 

the reflection loss has been ignored and it has been 

assumed that 50% of the transmission loss occurs 

on eIther side of the center line of the contour. 

For all the contour assemblies the width b 

of the gap equals 2.29 cm. The values of a are 

0.114, 0.164 and 0.214 cm. These values yield the 

f ol1owiû relations ¡ 

Em(sw) 15.7 x (P watts)1 
2 

for the 0.114 

cm gap assembly 

Em(sw) = 13.1 x lO4 (P watts)12 for the 0.164 

cm gap assembly 

= 11.3 x lO4 (P watts)l/'2 for the 0.214 

cm gap assembly 
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DISCUSSION 

Error Involved by Neglecting the Term d/dT (in %/flf) 

An estimate of the maximum error involved by 

neglecting the term d/dT (in ¡ib/nf) may be obtained 

from energy considerations. We will assume that a 

negligible amount of the incident power is absorbed 

by the discharge before the critical electron density 

is attained, and that a portion X of the incident 

power P goes into the production of electrons when 

the electron density exceeds It is also assumed 

that the final electron density n is determined 

by the absorbed power and is not limited by recombina- 

tion, electron attachment or diffusion; therefore 

these calculations will place an upper limit on the 

error involved. Let the length of the microwave 

pulse be L - 2.26 microseconds (see Section 6c), 

then the value of ¡if is given by 

flf XP(L -t) 
12.57 ev 

where the value 12.57 ev is the ionization energy 

of molecular oxygen. Now 

Xp (dt/dT) 
d/dT (in -d (in n) -1 dn 12.57 

fl dT XP(L-)' 
12.57 

d/dT (in b1nf = 
dt/dT 



There,oz.e if we include the term d/dT (in b'f 
the calculations for il/p then, neectiug the 

diffusion losses, from Equation 17 we 1ave 

(Yt V d't/clT 

p + d/dT (in nbh1f) (3 + (L -1) 

therefore y r 
¡ ¡p + I 

p p (L -% 

Since the va lue of t varios f rosi O. I to 0. 5 iicro- 

seconde, the value of (L -t) is approxImately 2.0 

microseconds. Therefore the error involved by 

neglecting the term d/dT in (nb/rsf) Is given by 

y (sec mm Hg) 

At a pressure of p 5 mm flg, A (v/p) equals IO 

(sec mm Hg)" compared with the minimum experimental 

value of (v/p) equal to o6 (sec mm ugY1. Ai: 

- 4 -1 
20 ¡tm iTg, A (v/p) equals 2.5 x 10 (sec mm Hg) 

compared with the minimum experimental value of 

(2-l/p) equal to 2.6 X iO' (sec mm Hg). 

The calculations show that vzithin the approxi- 

mations made in this experiment the error involved 

by neglecting the term d/dT in (%/flf) i negligible. 

One further piece of evidence on this macter is 

the shape of the light pulse emitted by the discharge 
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in the 1 cm dischamber (see Figure 8 and Section 5b). 

The light pulse attains an equilibrium level very 

rapidly thus suggesting that the electron density 

also attains an equilibrium value before the end 

of the microwave pulse. Therefore no change in the 

final electron density flf would be expected for 

small variations in the formative tizne. (NOTE. 

Roso and Brown (46) used the intensity of the light 

emitted from a microwave discharge as an indication 

of the variation of the electron density). 

7b. Criticism on the Decay Constant of the Electron 

Densiy 

The value of the decay constant, of the electron 

density in the microwave afterglow, that is used to 

determine the net frequency of ionization was obtained 

from experiments by Sexton et al (51, vol. 1, 

p. 1A94; 49, p. 493) using a microwave cavity. The 

discharge in their experiment was contained within 

a quartz bottle 1.5 cm diameter x 3.0 cm high, 

located in the center of a microwave cavity 2. 1 cm 

diameter x 3.77 cm high (50). The Q of the cavity 

was 3100, and the pulsed microwave power used to 

produce the discharge was between 5 to 35 kw with 

a pulse length of one microsecond. Ignoring the 

presence of the quartz bottle these figures yield 
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values Of Ee/P of fron itbot I ,000 to 3 ,000 volts 

mrî Hg) at a gas rssure o 20 mm Hg. 

It Is explained in Section 3c that the decay 

rate of electrons In a inicrovave afteriow in oxygen 

Is believed to be the result of a balance between 

attachment and detacthnent of electrons; the detach- 

rent resulting from collisions of the neg&ti%e ions 

with vibrntionally excited neutral zoiecules, svhich 

are formed during tl*e microwave discharge. From 

this one might rgue that the number oï zcited 

neutral molecules and the degree of excitation may 

depend on the value of Ee/P of the applied microwave 

signal, and consequently the value of the decay 

constant might vary with the value of E/p. Sexton 

!! states that "no change in the decay rate was 

found" over the values of power used. However, their 

published results indicate a tendency for the decay 

rate to increase slightly with decreasing Ee/P, 

amounting to about a 20% increase over the value 

used in this experiment at Ee/P equal to about 

50 volts (cm mm Hg)1. The high values of Ee/P 

used in Sexton's experiment would only exist for a 

short period of time during the formation of the 

discharge because the Q of a cavity decreases as the 

electron density increases. This decrease in Q 
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would decrease the value o2 E/p. The limiatìons 

o the microwave cavity techniques bave been studied 

by Perssori (3g) who has shown that at a gas pressure 

o about 16 m ¡1g (i.e. when v w) the Q of a 

cavity aecreases to 1Û or less when the electron 

density is greater than one-fifth of the critical 

electron density. At a Q value of 10 the above 

microwave power levels give values of of 7 to 

rio voies (cia min ¡j)1 These values vou1d decrease 

further as tüe electron density approaches and 

exceeus the critical value. In addition, it is 

observed experimentally that when the electron 

density is less than the critical value then only a 

small portion of the incident power is absorbed 

by the electrons. Therefore one would not expect 

much energy to be absorbed during the period when 

the value of E0/p is large. 

The conclusion to be drawn from the above 

comments is that the value of the decay constant, 

of the electron density during the afterglow period, 

should not depend greatly upon the value of Ee/p 

of the incident microwave power. Therefore, we are 

justified in using the value obtained by Sexton 

et al. 



7c. Increase in the "Effective" Electric Field due to 

the Electrons 

In Section 3b, Equation 8 was obtained under 

the assumption that the net frequency of ionization 

2/ was constant throughout the formition of the 

discharge0 However, due to the presence of the 

electrons the effective electric field, and hence z' 

increases as the electron density increases. The 

effect of this is to speed up the rate of production 

of electrons and decrease the formative time. Since 

the calculations for the net frequency of ionization 

depend on the rate of change of the formative time 

and not on the magnitude, then no error should be 

introduced since the process should be the same for 

a given power level. However, the correction in the 

value of the electric field, due to the shape of 

the microwave puise, is dependent on the magnitude 

of the formative time and so an estimate of the error 

involved should be made. 

The ratio between the electric field Ed in a 

homogeneous discharge medium and the electric field 

Eg in the gas-filled waveguide for a TE01 mode of 

electromagnetic propagation is given by (12) (see 

Section 6e) 

(Ed/Eg)2 = ? / X g d d g 
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where ' is the phase constant, X is the waveguide 

wavelength and the subscripts g and d denote the 

gas and discharge regions respectively. From 

Equation 2 we have the relation 

2E/ z2 + K2E O 

Let K = + j d , then the solution to Equation 2 is 

E E exp(jKz) E exp(-oiz + j'z) 

= E exp (-z) + j ('z - wt) 

where .. is the attenuation factor and ' is the phase 

2 2r 
constant. Therefore K (g1- j) - i + wCj 
from Equation 3. Substituting for the conductivity 

6 , expanding the terms and equating the real and 

imaginary parts yields 

i ne 
I g - -w ________ 

2 2 2 1 

e 
2 21 and 

u m (v +w)j 

2ck( - w2 11022/G 

] U L mEw(212+W2) 

These are the same equations as obtained from Equation 

4 where g _ 
r2 w/u and = Xw/u. In the discharge 

region the phase constant ' 

d 
given by the above 

value of ' = c w/u. In the discharge-free region 

the phase constant is given by K = w/u (i.e. 

= 1). Therefore the required ratio Ed/Eg equals 

1/2 Since a portion of the incident power is 



reflected by the discharge then the correct valuo of 

Ed/Eg Is given by (1 - R)1'2 -1/2 
where R is 

the reflectivity of the discharge. The value of 

E0/Eg is plotted as function of the electron 

density ratio 
n/nc 

Figure 19. 

In order to determine at what point of the 

discharge the electric field starts to increase, it 

is necessary to make a plot of the expected 

"reflected" microwave signal so that the approximate 

value of n may be determined. The detected micro- 

wave signal is the sum of the power reflected from 

the discharge and the transmitted power after it has 

passed through the discharge twice. The reflected 

power is given by R, and the transmitted power equals 

(1 - R) exp (8'rr7 Xz/ >g) The discharge length z 

is approximately 0.5 centimeters, as determined 

experimentally with the i cm discharge chamber with 

the window along one side. This yields that the 

"reflected" microwave signal is given by 

R + ( - R) exp (-3 r1 X). A plot of this curve is 

given in Figure 19. 

It is observed from Figure 19 that the theory 

predicts an increase in the electric field up to an 

electron density of about n, then it starts decreas- 

ing. One would expect the increase in the electric 
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field due to the presence of the electrons to 

continue increasing with the electron density. This 

therefore places sorne doubt on the theory. The 

results show that the "effective" electric field Ed 

is about 1.01 Eg at an electron density of O.ln, 

and Eà 1.1 Eg at the critical density 
nc. 

Experimental results y Anderson and Goldstein (3) 

show that a waveguide wavelength of 5.64 cm is 

increased to 6.18 cm in the presence of a discharge 

having an electron density of 1.45 x lO1/cm3 and is 

increased to 5.79 cm at a density of 4.2 x 1010/cm3. 

Using Equation 5 to determine the value of nc 

shows that at a density of 0.4 
nc 

the value of Ed 

equals 1.05 Eg and at a density of 0.1 
nc 

the value 

of Ed equals l.Ols Eg These values compare favorably 

with the graph on Figure 19, which tends to confirm 

the theory In the region of interest. Assuming that 

the formative time is measured up to the point when 

the electron density n 0.2 r, then the "effective" 

electric field only increases about 1% at an 

electron density of n = 0.5 and a maximum of 

about 3% at Since the electron build-up is very 

rapid in this region it is considered that the small 

increase in the electric field due to the presence 
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of the electrons is negligible and may consequently 

be ignored. 

It should be noted that experimentally the 

"reflected" microwave signal exhibits a much sharper 

demarcation point, when the discharge forms, than is 

shown by Figure 19. Assuming that the electron 

density builds up exponentially, then the abscissa 

scale represents a linear time scale. This may 

therefore be compared with the photographs of the 

microwave signal In Figure 7 which illustrates the 

reùtively abrupt attenuation of the signal that is 

observed experimentally. 

7d. Accuracy of Measurements 

The recorded data on the graphs such as igure 

10 are the arithmetric average of the three or four 

sets of data. The calculations for the error in 

the value of the net frequency of ionization, due 

to errors in measurements, are based on the variation 

in the formative time T of the discharge due to the 

limit of accuracy with which the microwave power 

meter and the gas pressure gauge can be read. The 

accuracy of the power meter readings, including the 

zero error, is about 1/4 divisIon which corresponds 

to 0.0025 mw. The accuracy of the reproducibility 
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of the pressure gauge was mensured to be 0.25 mm flg 

(see Section 4c). 

The procedure is to find the error in 't at 

repetition rates of 250 and 450 pps, due to the limit 

in accuracy of measuring the power and the pressure. 
flhis is obtained from plots of formative time versus 

microwave power at a constant gas pressure, such as 

Figure 10, and from plots of formative time versus 

pressure at a constant power level. The deviation in 

't at a given repetition rate is then given by 

(ít , where and 

are tile errors in 't due to the accuracy of measuring 

the microwave power and the gas pressure, respectively. 

The variation in the value of dt/dT is then deter- 
¡iined by the slope of the linos which pass through 

the extremes of A't at the two repetition rates, 

that is 

t A (d't/dT) - 
't250 + 

(1/250 - 1/450) 

The error in the value of the net frequency of 

ionization .V is then obtained from Equation 19 

V/p - (13 /p)/(dt/dT), therefore 

(VIp) _ 

[ 

:! 
( + 

...] 
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where m - d't /dT and A m - + A (dt /dT). The expected 

deviations in the value of (11/p) are given by the 

"error-lines" on the plots of V/p versus E/p. 

It should be noted here that there are large 

variations in the formative times of the discharges 

produced in the contour assembly which are very 

difficult to interpret in terms of variations in 

the value of the net frequency of ionization. One 

method of analysis would be to plot graphs for the 

value of measured to the beginning and to the end 

of the observed variations in t. However, due to 

the uncertainties in the results it is considered 

that the time spent on such an analysis would not be 

justified. 

7e. Gas Purifl 

The oxygen gas used in this experiment was tank 

oxygen supplied by the National Cylinder Gas 

Company. The listed purity value is 99.5% or better; 

the average tank analysis yields a value of 99.7%. 

The listed known impurities are 0.01% N2 and the 

remainder is argon. The question of gas purity was 

considered by Prasad and Craggs (42, p. 385-398) in 

their measurement of the net ionization coefficient 

in oxygen. They use pre-dried tank oxygen of 99.5% 



purity for their generai experiments, and spectro- 

scopicaily pure oxygen for a conparison experiment. 

The gas was dried Íurther by passing lt through a 

cold trap containing a mixture of solid CO and 

acetone. No apparent diXíerences were noted due to 

the different levels of impurities and the results 

of the experiments are in good agreement with those 

of other workers who used hign purity gases. Since 

the vacuum system with which this present experiment 

was carried out was not designed as a high-vacuum 

system it was decided to run the experiment with tank 

oxygen. The vacuum system includes a cold trap 

containing a mixture of solid CO2 and acetone and a 

second trap containing liquid nitrogen, to remove 

the vater vapor from the gas. The impurity in the 

gas d'se to the base pressure o the mechanical. 

vacuum pump amounts to 0.015% in the reservoir and 

0.03%, at lo mm Hg pressure, in the discharge 

chamber. However, by flushing out these systems the 

gas impurity levels were undoubtedly reduced. The 

gas impurity due to leaks in the reservoir amounts to 

about 1O-% per minute and about 0.01% per minute 

in the discharge chamber when at a pressure of 

10 mz' Hg. The discharge chaiber was flushed out 
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every three to four minutes during the experiment 

to avoid the possible accumulation of gas impurities 

due to by-products from the ga discharge. 

The gas purity is therefore limited by the 

quality of the gas from the manuiacturer. However, 

it is obvious that the vacuum system is not adeiate 

to justify using high purity gas. In view of the 

results of Prasad and Craggs it is felt that the 

gas impurities in this experiment have little effect, 

if any, on the final results. 

7f. The Results from the Contour Assembi 

The values of (&/p)/(dT/dT), with 13/p 

69.1 (sec mm }JgY1, are plotted as a function of 

E/P for the 0.114 cm gap on Figure 15 and for the 

0.164 cm gap and the 0.214 cm gap on Figures 16 and 

17 respectively. It is quite evident from these 

results that in addition to the electron loss by 

attachment, given by the above numerical value of 

13/p, there are additional loss factors which are 

presumably loss by diffusion. If we include the 

diffusion loss during the formation period of the 

discharge and in the afterglow period, then from 

Equations 13 and 18 we obtain the equation 

i 1"aD'p + Dp 
dt /dT [ (pA )2 )2 
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where the "electron attachment" decay is given by 

= 69.1 (sec mm and D' and D are the 

diffusion coefficients during the periods of the 

afterglow and discharge formation, respectively. 

To allow for the diffusion loss during the afterglow 

period the results in Figure 15, 16 and 17 must be 

multiplied by the factor 

+ D' p/(pA )2 

/ajP 

To allow for the diffusion loss during the formation 

of the discharge a constant equal to (Dp)/(pA 
)2 must 

be added to the results in Figures 15, 16 and 17. 

The only limitation that the experiment places on 

these two factors is that if the primary electron 

loss mechanism is by attachment, then at a value of 

p A = 1.5 cm turn Hg the value of (Lp/(pA 
)2 

must be 

small compared to 1a/P (see Section 3h); that is we 

r e qu ire 

1a 691 » D'p 

- 1.52 

therefore D' p « 155 mm Hg cm2/sec. The results for 

the 0.114 cm gap were used to determine the value of 

D' and D. About the best alignment that could be 

obtained from the results in Figure 10 is with the 

values of D1p 5 mm Hg cin2/sec and Dp = 2 x lO mm 

Hg cm2/sec, the results are shown in Figure 20. 
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These results were determined graphically by using 

different values of D'p and Pp. In general it is 

found that a larger value of D'p separates the 

results for pA 0.27 and p A 0.18. A larger value 

of Pp separately aligns the results for p t' 0.27 

with those for p t' 0.18, also p \ 0.72 with 

p A 0.59 but not ail four values of p A 

decreasing the value of Pp separates the results for 

p t' 0.27 and p A O.Io. Tue results plotted in 

Figure 20 presumably have all the loss factors 

accounted for and the ordinate is labelled V/p 

accordingly. 

A comparison between Figures 14 and 20 shows 

that the values of il/p obtained from the results of 

the contour assembly are only about one-third of 

those obtained from the results of the 1 cm discharge 

chamber. Furthermore, the above experimental values 

of the diffusion coefficients are not in agreement 

with those given in Section 3g. Assuming that 

ambipolar diffusion exists during the formation period 

then from Section 3g the value of Pp is between 

1.3 x to 8 x 10' mm Hg cm2/sec, depending on 

whether one uses the theoretical value of 

Da De/250 or Da De/40 and if the value of 

3.2 x io6 mm Hg cm2/sec Is used L value by Bröse 



for Ee/P 80 volts (cm mm Assuming that 
ambipolar diffusion exists in the afterglow period 

then the value of D'p is between 33 to 66 mm Hg 

cm2/sec, depending on whether the primary electron 

decay mechanism is electron attachment, so that many 

negative ions are formed, or by diffusion. If the 

predominant loss mechanism is electron attachment, 

then from Equation 13 we see that the value of 

should be very much larger than the value of 

D'p/(pA )2, The maxim value of (pA )2 is O.. 

(mm Hg cm)2, therefore, using the minimum value of 

D'p equal to 33 mm Hg cin2/sec we see that the loss 

by diffusion is equal to or greater than the loss 

by attachment. Under these circumstances the value 

of x in Equation 13 is equal to or greater than 

one-half, and the equation reduces to 

Da - 2D - 66 mm 11g cm2/sec. The results for the 

three contour assemblies have been plotted or 

Figure 21 using the values of D'p - 66 and 
Dp - 3 x The graph shows that even though 

there is a greater scattering of the data points 

there is much better agreement with the results of 

il/p obtained from the i cm chamber. The scattering 

of the points may well be due to the inaccuracy of 

measuring the formation time of the discharge. 
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It is of interest to note that the value o! the 

aiubipolar diffusion coefficient for the afterglow 

period, given as 33 mm Hg when the electron 

loss is by attacthient only, does not agree with the 

experiuental observation by Sexton et al that the 

value of D'p be very much less than 155 mm Hg cia2/sec. 

Summarizing the above results we may draw the 

following conclusions. The results obtained with 

the contour assembly are difficult to analyze because 

they contain two unknown diffusion coefficients, one 

pertaining to the formation period of the discharge 

and the other to the afterglow period. Using a value 

of Dp 8 x lO mm Hg cm2/sec for the ambipolar 

diffusion coefficient during the formation period, 

it is found that the diffusion term has very little 

effect on the final results. Even using a valuo of 

D - O.]. D (see Section 3h) only increases the value 
a e 

of V/p by 0.6 x 1O (sec mm HgY1 for the smallest 

value of p t' This suggests that the diffusion loss 

during the formation period of the discharge, in 

this region of E0/p, is negligible. With reference 

to the afterglow period it IS found that if a value 

of the aznbipolar diffusion coefficient is used which 

satisfies the experimental observations of Sexton 

2! !' that D'p « 155 mm Hg cm2/sec, the 
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experimental values of V/p obtained with the results 

from the contour assembly are lower than that 

obtained with the 1 cm chamber. However, using the 

"theoretical" value of D'p 66 mm Hg cm2/sec, then 

much better agreement is obtained between the two sets 

of results. This discrepancy can only be resolved 

by measuring the electron decay rate in the same 

experimental arrangement that is used to determine 

the value of the net frequency of ionization. 

At several points throughout this thesis 

reference has been made to the problems encountered 

with the contour assembly. It is convenient at this 

point to list these factors. Where noted further 

information ïs given in part two. 

1) The formation time of the microwave discharge 

has a larger variation, for a given set of 

conditions, than is observed with the 1 cm 

chamber. It is very difficult to allow for this 

variation in the calculation of V/p. 

2) The data for the plots of versus T are not 

aligned as well as those for the 1 cm chamber. 

This means that the values of d%/dT and hence 

V/p are not so accurately defined. 

3) There is a large loss (11%) of microwave power, 

in the contour assembly, which has been explained 
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as being due to the production of high frequency 

modos of propagation which are very rapidly 

attenuated within the waveguide. It is difficult 

to say what effects these modes may have on the 

properties and production of the microwave 

discharge under observation. For instance it 

is observed that except for low microwave power 

levels there is always a discharge extending 

from the center of the contour assembly towards 

the microwave source. The length of the discharge 

may be several centimeters, depending on the power 

level (see part two). It is difficult to say how 

this may affect the discharge at the center of 

the contour assembly which is the one being 

examined. 

4) It is found experimentally that when there is 

no discharge present the waveguide wavelength 

in the center of the contour is longer than that 

in the main waveguide (see part two). This is 

difficult to explain. 

5) A mentioned before it is necessary to include 

two unknown parameters (D' and D) before the 

value of v/p can be determined. 

It is evident that the contour assembly is not 

a suitable discharge chamber for this experiment. 
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7g. Results from the I ciïi Dischar Chamber 

'r1e plot of V/p versus E/i) On Figure 14 show 

that the rasults obtained at the g&s pressures of 

9.83 15.1 auca 19.6 zuii Hg have good greem'nt within 
themselves. The results for 4.9 mm Hg are lower than 

the other pressureì s expected , presumably because 

the loss oi electrons by diîiusiu has been ngiected. 
The experimental resulta are, nowever, only ajout 

70% o2 the dc reuits obtained by using the net 

ionization coefficient evaluated by Uarrison and 

Geballe (19), and the drift velocity by brose (o, 

p. 536-546). 

It should be noted that all the parameters that 
have been neglected would all tend to increase the 

v1ue of v/p or i given valuo of Ee Possibly 

the largest actor is that due to diffusion loss 

during the afterglow period. According to the 

experiiuental results of Sexton et al these losses 
should be negligible in this experimental arrange- 

m(nt for pressures above 10 mm Hg. ioever the 

"theoretical" vnlue for this diffusion coefficient 

suggests the loss may be larger than expected. l'or 

examp1 using u value of A 0.2 cn Lor the higher 

v*!1ues of lie/P (the minimun value of A is 0.16 cm 

at the low values of L/p, see Section 31k) then 
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according to Equation 13 the decay rate is given by 

Q=+ D'p (13) 
p p (pI\)2 

where the "electron attachment" decay rate is given 

by Va/P 69.1 (sec min I1g). Using the theoretical 

value of D'p 33 mm Hg cm2/sec and a gas pressure 

of 10 mm Hg then the value of V/p would be 12% 

larger at the higher values of Ee/P (Figure 14). 

This would certainly give better agreement with the 

dc results. A similar argument would, however, 

increase the value of V/p at low values of Ee/P 

above the dc results, and the microwave and dc 

results would then "cross-over". A similar phenomena 
is observed in the comparison between the microwave 

and the dc results obtained for the ionization 

coefficient for hydrogen by Varnerin and Brown (54). 

7h. Suggestions for Future Experiments 

In making suggestions for future experiments it 

is useful to first survey the criticisms of this 

experiment. These may be listed as follows: 

1) The decay constant B/p is obtained from the 

results of other workers. 

2) Corrections have to be made because of the shape 

of the microwave pulse. 
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3) It is assumed that the iiial electron deusity in 

the microwave discharge is independent of the 

repetition rate of the microwave pulses (i.e. 

it is assumed that the pulse length is long 

enough for the electron density to reach an 

equilibrium condition independent of the initial 

electron density). 

4) The possible error due to the effective electric 

field increasing with increasing electron density 

is assumed to be small. 

i.,) The gas impurities could be reduced. 

The writer believes that the above criticisms 

have been satisfactorily answered within the limit 

o the equìpuent used to perform this experiment. 

It would, however, be advantageous to set up an 

experiment designed to eliminate these problems. 

The major suggested change is to use a microwave 

cavity, instead of the rectangular waveguide, as 

the discharge chamber. A cavity has the advantage 

that the density of the electrons within the cavity 

can be determined by measuring the resonant fre- 

quency of the cavity. The advantages of using a 

cavity are: 

1) With the aid of a probing signal it would be 

possible to measure the electron decay rate 
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2) Due to tue relatively high Q of a cavity it should 

be possible to use a ílystron for the microwave 

power source, (i.e. a klystron is an inherently 
lower microwave power source than a magnetron 

but it ivay be operated under either "continuous 

wave" operation or the signai may be modulated 

with a suitable external circuit). with such a 

power source it should be possible to produce 

a airiy true rectangular microwave pulse, which 

would eliminate the need for the "pulse correction". 
3) A kiys trou may be operated with a much longer 

duty-cycle and hence a longer microwave pulse 

may be used which would ensure that the electron 

density attained an equilibrium condition. 

1owever, by measuring the electron uecay rate it 

will also be possible to measure the magnitude 

of the electron density which will then enable 

the effect o the term d/dT to be 

determineth This may eliminate the need or a 

long microwave pulse. 

4) By measuring the formation time of the discharge 

up to the point where the presence of the 

electron density starts changing the electric 
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field (i.e. by measuring up to the time when a 

certain electron density is attained rather than 

using the "breakdown" point) the effect of the 

changing electric field may be eliminated. 

5) By measuring the electron density decay rate 

at different pressures and characteristic 

diffusion lengths it should be possible to 

determine the electron diffusion coefficient in 

the afterglow period. It will then be possible 

to experimentally determine the electron 

diffusion coefficient for the formation period. 

The purity of the gas can easily be improved by 

the use of a suitable high vacuum system and research 

grade oxygen. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

A microwave method has been described for the 

determination of the net frequency of ionization of 

a gas. The experimental results obtained when using 

oxygen agree very well, within the limits of the 

experimental apparatus, with the results obtained 

using dc techniques and certain correspondence 

equations. The described method can be applied to 

any gas whose primary electron decay mechanism, in 

the afterglow of a microwave discharge, is either by 
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diffusion and/or electron attachment; the require- 

ment being that the electron decay rate be exponen- 

tial and that the decay rate be known. With due 

considerations to the remarks in Section 7g the final 

results of this experiment are shown in Figure 14 

where the net frequency of ionization, divided by 

the pressure, is plotted as a function of the 

effective electric field, divided by the pressure. 
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PART TWO 

1) PURPOSE 

The object of this investigation is to study 

the dielectric breakdown of oxygen at microwave 

frequencies as a function of gas flow. 

2) INTRODUCTION 

In a stationary discharge electrons are 

continually being lost by attachment to atoms and 

molecules, recombination with positive ions, and 

diffusion from the discharge region. Another loss 

mechanism is added when the gas is caused to move out 

of the discharge region by means of a directed gas 

f low. 

In a paper by Kelly and Margenau (25) the micro- 

wave breakdown property of the air surrounding the 

antenna of a high-speed vehicle is determined from a 

knowledge of the ambient electron concentration in the 

atmosphere and an electron "heatingt' time which 

depends on the mode of transmission. In the case of 

continuous wave (cw) transmission the "heating" time 

is given by the length of the radiator divided by its 

velocity. In the case of pulse transmission the 

"heating" time is given by the length of the pulse, 

providing it is less than the cw "heating" time. 
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T2hjS ICIiOd ot calculation iiplies that the preceding 

pulses, and the electron densities they produce, have 

no eZect oi the breakdown properties of future pulses. 

In other words, the effect oJ the electrons retained 

iAl the boundary layer ol gas around the ant*nia is 

iiìored. This is a reasonabla assuuaption because of 

the relatively small chaflge in tue formatioa time of 

Ue discharge due to a variatioi in the initial elec- 

trou desity. Uuwever, since tie change is a 

weasureabAe amount (10% - 20%) and since the gas 110w 

will aflect the initial electron uensity it is felt 

that a study of the effect of the gas flow on a 

uicrowave discharge is warranted. 

The experihiental work involves a study of steady- 

state discharges produced by nicrowave julses of 

about a uiicrosecond iu duration, and with waxiwuw 

velocities o the order of 10 cu/sec. During the 

foratiou of tne discharge the gas is displaced a 

isance of about 0.01 czu; 'tuerefore since the 

discharge region is of the ùrder of 0. cm, it is 

assumed that the gas flow has a negligible effect 

during the formation of the discharge. The major 

effect of the gas flow is in the time period between 

the microwave pulses and will therefore affect the 

initial electron density at the beginning of each 
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discharge. 

The theoretical results are obtained in the 

following manner: From the theory in part one it is 

assumed that at zero gas flow the electron density 

configuration is a cosine distribution across the 

height of the discharge region. The number of 

electrons which are swept out of the discharge region, 

and hence the electron density remaining at the 

arrival of the next microwave pulse, is then deter- 

mined as a function of the gas velocity from the 

boundary layer theory of gas flow. The expected 

increase in the formative time of the discharge, due 

to the decrease in the initial electron density, is 

then evaluated for a constant power level and as a 

function of the gas velocity from the theory of the 

electron production in gases. 

It should be noted that the desired agreement 

between the experimental results and the theory has 

not been achieved. One reason for this is that it 

was not possible to obtain a large change in the 

formation time of the discharge, as a function of the 

gas velocity, because of the large variation in the 

formative time for values greater than about 0.5 

microseconds. A solution to this problem would be to 
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compare the power required to produce a given forma- 

tive time (less than O, microseconds) as a function 

of tne gas velociiy. This, however, requires a 

fairly accurate knowledge of the net frequency of 

ionization as a function of tne microwave power. 

The values available from the dc data do not cover the 

range of E/p required for this investigation (values 

greater than 60 volts/cm mm Hg). It was because of 

tnis that part one of this thesìs was carried out; 

but as recorded in part one, it was not possible to 

obtain sufficiently accurate results in the region of 

interest. One reason for recording this experimental 

work is to explain the difficulties encountered in 

producing an isolated discharge at a certain location 

in a tapered waveguide; another is to describe the 

unusual reflected microwave signais and lîgnt pulses 

associated with this discnarge. 

The general method of studying the breakdown is 

patterned after that of Posth (41, p. 496-509) and 

employs a constricted region in a standard X-oand 

waveguid. This procedure lends itself to the 

possibility of obtaining high velocity gas flow while 

isolating the microwave discharge. 
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3) THEY 

The general theory of the production and decay 

of electrons in a microwave discharge is given in 

part one. In this section consideration is given to 

the gas flow. 

3a. Gas Flow Considerations 

The gas flow line consists of a length of 

standard X-baud waveguide, referred to as the flow 

tube, attached to a special assembly, known as the 

contour assembly or the constricted region, in which 

the height of the waveguide is gradually reduced to a 

millimeter or so and then gradually opens up to the 

standard waveguide dimension again. The flow tube is 

used to damp--out the swirling action of the gas as it 

enters the waveguide, and the constricted region is 

where the discharge is produced. For convenience, 

all the contoured sections used to reduce the height 

of the waveguide are referred to by the distance from 

the narrowest part of the constriction to the point 

where it tapers out to the standard waveguicle dimen- 

sions. A summary of the shapes of the different 

contours is given in appendix C. 

The effect of the gas flow on the electron 

density configuration is a very complicated process 
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and it is necessary to make some rather simple 

assumptions before proceeding with the calculations. 

When the gas is flowing it is reasonable to assume 

that the positive and negative ions are swept out of 

the discharge region in the same manner as the neutral 

molecules. These ions and molecules have a random 

motion, due to their thermal energy, superimposed on 

the uniform motion of the gas flow; for simplicity 

the random motion will be ignored. It is assumed 

that the electrons are swept out of the discharge 

region with the same velocity as the gas molecules 

under a combined action of the electrostatic force 

between the positive ions and the electrons, and the 

numerous collisions between the electrons and the 

gas molecules. Due to the velocity profile across 

the height of the discharge chamber, the center layer 

of ions and electrons will be swept out first; this 

will cause the electrons to diffuse in two directions 

across the height of the discharge region instead of 

just to the walls. This complicated process is 

simplified by assuming that the diffusion loss and 

the loss of electrons due to the gas flow act 

separately. First it is assumed that after the 

cessation of the discharge, the electron density 
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configuration decays to that which exists with zero 

gas flow. The central portion of the configuration 

is then swept out by the gas flow, and finally the 

remaining electrons diffuse across the chamber to 

form a uniform density configuration. 

In order to make the above calculations it is 

necessary that the gas flow be laminar in the region 

of interest, and that the velocity profile be known. 

3b. Laminar Gas Flow 

Two conditions are necessary in order for laminar 

flow to exist in the discharge region. One is that the 

Reynolds number for the gas flow must be less than a 

certain critical value, and the other is that the 

swirling action of the gas as it enters the flow tube 

must be damped out. 

The Reynolds number R is defined by (47, p. 35) 

R = p iîd/» , 
where p is the gas density - 1.75 x 106p 

grams/cm3 for oxygen at 20°C (28, Soc. 2, p. 197-201), 

p is the gas pressure in mm 11g, ti is the average 

gas velocity in cm/sec, d is a characteristic length 

(cm) depending on the use of R, and is the 

coefficient of viscosity of the gas 2.03 x 

poises for oxygen at 20°C and 760 mm 11g (26, Sec. 2, 

p. 201-210). 
[ 
NOTE. The coefficient of viscosity 
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is independent ai pressure, to a first approximation, 

for pressures less than one atmosphere (4, p. 41; 

27, p. 295).] Numerous experimeuts indicate that 

for values of R less than about 2000 the gas flow 

remains iaiinar even in the presence of a very strong 

disturbance (4/, p. 376). 

In the case of gas flowing in a circular tube 

the characteristic length d is the diameter ol' the 

tube; in the case o a rectangular tube it is the 

diameter o a circular tube with the same cross- 

sectional area. [n the constriction region the 

minimum gap opening is 0.114 cm x 2.29 cm, and the 

. . - . 
5 

maximum value of pU is approximately 2 x lCt mm Hg 

cm/sec. Hence the maximum value of the Reynolds 

number at this point is 1000. In the flow tube the 

maximum value of R is about 320. Therefore all parts 

of the flow line satisfy the Reynolds number 

cri ten on. 

The problem of the decay of the swirl componeut 

of velocity of a gas flowing in a circular tube has 

been studied by Talbot (ö3). The velocity of the 

swirl may be given by 

V(r,z) V(r,0) exp (-1z) 

with the boundary conditions V(O,z) - V(a,z) O, 
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where a is the radius of the tube and z is the 

position along the length of the tube measured in 

terms of tube radii. The decay constant 3, as 

determined by Talbot, is given by BR- 22.2 for z 

greater than 40, and BR - 74.3 for z less than 15 

where R is the Reynolds number. If we consider the 

flow tube as a circular tube of radius 0.85 cm (which 

has the same cross-sectional area as the rectangular 

tube) with the gas entering the flow tube through an 

aperture with an area of 0.9 cm2 (a measured value) 

then the average value of the swirl velocity at the 

entrance is given approxilAlately by 

V - U x area of flow tube - 2.5 U 
area of entry 

where U is the average velocity in the flow tube. 

Calculations for maximum flow conditions, when the 

decay rate is a minimtun, show that the swirl velocity 

at the end of a flow tube 55 cm long is only about 

2% of the average axial velocity. Since the flow 

tube is rectangular and not circular the swirl 

component will probably he less than this value. In 

the constriction region the axial velocity is about 

10 times that in the flow tube, hence the radial 

velocity will be less than 0.2% of the average axial 
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velocity. Therefore with a flow tube of length 55 cm 

the swirling action of the gas may be considered to 

be damped out before the gas enters the constriction 

region. 

3c. Gas Velocity Profile 

In order to determine the velocity profile 

across the discharge region it is necessary to know 

what the boundary conditions are at the wall of the 

tube. To a first approximation the gas layer next 

to the wall may be considered to be stationary 

providing the mean free path of the gas molecules 

is small compared to the dimensions of the object. 

However, since the discharge region is comparatively 

short (about 0.5 cm), a small velocity at the surface 

will play an important role in the removal of the 

electrons from the discharge region and must there- 

fore be considered. The velocity of the gas layer 

at the surface of the wall is given by (18, vol. 3, 

p. 718) 

U(0)2-6 1'(3U/y)0 
a 

where 6 is the "reflection coefficientt' which is 

equal to 1 for a machined brass surface (18, vol. 3, 

p. 695), 1 is the mean free path of the gas molecules 
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and ( U/ y)0 is the gradient of the velocity 

distribution evaluated at the surface. Since the mean 

free path of the gas (equal to 3 x 1O4 cm at a 

pressure of 15 mm Hg) is small compared to the 

dimensions of the discharge region, the surface 

velocity of the gas may be considered to be zero as 

far as its effect on the shape of the velocity profile 

is concerned. 

We are concerned with the velocity profile in 

the constriction region where the width of the tube 

is very much larger than the height. The velocity 

distribution across the width of the tube may be 

considered to be uniform because the boundary layers 

at the surfaces will be small compared to the width of 

the tube. In any case the discharge does not extend 

across the full width of the tube so the boundary 

layers at the side walls will have no effect. 

If the constriction region were very long the 

velocity profile would eventually become parabolic, 

assuming the gas layer at the surface is stationary, 

arid the flow would be "fully developed". The 

velocity profile is then given by 

U(y) Um (4y/a)(l - y/a) 

where y is measured from the wall of the tube, a is 

the separation between the walls (i.e. the height 
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o tkie gap) and Urn is the gas velocity at the center 

o the gap. The average velocitj V Zor a parabolic 

Zloc ii a rectangular tube equals (2/3)U. 

The tapered section leading into the constriction 

region consists of two curved surfaces, see Appendix 

C, and the calculations for the velocity distribution 

of a gas flow in such a geometry is very complex. 

In the regions where the taper is relatively steep 

(10 degrees included angle) the contour section may 

be represented as a convergent channel with straight 

walls; a fairly complete derivation for the gas 

flow in such a geometry has been given by Millsaps 

and Pohlhausen (36). However, for the contour 

section of interest, the 2.5 inch contour, the height 

of the gap varies by only 10% over a length of 0.5 cm 

on either side of the center-line of the contour for 

the 0.114 cm gap assembly, and by only 10% over a 

length of 0.75 cm for the 0.214 cm gap assembly. If 

a gas enters a straight wall parallel channel with a 

uniform velocity U, the flow becomes approximately 

fully developed after travelling a distance z given by 

z 0.034 a2 p Ip 3 x iCa2pU for oxygen 

where a is the width of the charAei, and e and,,u 

are the density and viscosity respeetivelj. In the 
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problem at hand the flow will at least be partly 

developed by the time it enters the constriction 

region because of the long flow tube. If we assume 

that the contour section Is parallel for the lengths 

given above then the flow will be approximately 

fully developed by the time it reaches the center 

of the contour for velocities less than the value 

given by 

p 1.3 X lO mm Hg cm/sec for the 0.114 cm gap, 

and 

pU - 0.4 x mm Hg cm/sec for the 0.214 cm gap. 

Since the maximum experimental value of pU is about 

5 
2 x 10 mm fig cm/sec for the 0.114 cm gap, and about 

i x 10 mm Hg cm/sec for the 0.214 cm gap then to a 

first approximation we may consider the velocity 

profile as parabolic. It should be noted that the 

maximum deviation from a parabolic velocity profile 

will be at the center region and not in the boundary 

layers. 

With a parabolic velocity distribution, the 

velocity of the gas layer next to a machined brass 

surface is therefore given by U(0) 4 f Urn/a. The 

effect of the slip at the boundary may be included in 

the calculations by assuming there is a net velocity 

given by U'(y) equal to U(y) plus the slip velocity; 

that is U'(y) - (4U/a)(y - y2/a + ]). Using this 
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velocity profile aud following the assumptioas 

given ja section 3a we may calculate the electron 

density n0 (Um) remaining in the discharge region 

after a time T. A plot of no (Um)/no(0) is given 

in Figure 22 for a discharge region of length 0.5 cm 

and a decay period T equal to 1/300 sec. A brief 

summary of the calculations is given in appendix B. 

4) APPARATUS 

The microwave circuit is the same as that shown 

in Figure 4, Part One, wIth the exception that the 

constricted waveguide assembly is mounted in place of 

the discharge chamber. 

The gas circulating system was designed so that 

the gas being examined could be circulated in a 

closed system, if desired. The system is shown 

schematically in Figure 23. In this particular 

experiment the gas is obtained from a standard high- 

pressure gas cylinder and the exhaust from the system 

is eected into the atmosphere. The gas is passed 

through a solid CO2 and acetone trap to remove the 

water content. It then flows into a reservoir which 

is maintained at a constant pressure with the aid of 

a mercury manometer and a photocell which operates 

an electro-magnetic valve. The gas then flows through 
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a float-type flow meter (Matheson model 205, maximum 

flow rate of 9,1 litors per ninute of air at i 

atmosphere prcsure anc 70°F) which i follovjed by 

a liquid nitrogen trap; to ±urtiLor dry the gas, 

then a copper coil, to bring the gas to roor temper- 

ature, and then into the flow tube and the constric- 

tion region. The gas is pumped through the system 

with a large mechanical pump (Edward's model ISC- 

45013) located near the outlet of the constricted 

waveguide. The flow tube ts sealed off at one end 

with a metal plate, and the contour assembly is 

vacuum sealed from the atmosphere with a microwave 

window. A valve at each end of the waveguide flow 

assembly controls the v1ocity of the gas in the 

waveguide and also the gas pressure. The resevoir is 

maintained at a pressure of 215 m kig to facilitate 

the control of the gas flow. It was found necessary 

to use a precision valve for the gas-iiiet cmtrol 

valve (Veeco model R62ST) in order to maintain a 

constant gas flow. The outlet valve (Veeco nodei 

R628) was modified by adding a small plug to the 

plunger which controls the size of the pump-out 

aperture; this improved the control of the gas flow 

at low flow rates. The charcoal trap, the second 

refrigerated baffle unit and the auxiaLiary diffusion 
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and mechanical pumps (all shown dotted-in on Figure 

23) were partially included in the system so that it 

could be easily converted into a closed system when 

required. 

The flow meter is supplied with a calibration 

chart for use with air at atmospheric pressure and 

70°F; also the information necessary to make a 

theoretical calibration for other operating condi- 

tions. The theoretical calibration was checked 

experimentally by attaching a second indentical flow 

meter to the outlet of the mechanical pump where the 

conditions are approximately equal to those given 

above. The exhaust gas from the pump was refrigerated 

to remove the oil vapour, and passed through a long 

copper coil to return the gas to room temperature. 

The experimental calibration was about 5% lower than 

the theoretical values at the maximum flow rate 

(20 meter divisions), 8% lower at 10 divisions and 

about 10% lower at 4 divisions. The theoretical 

calibration of the flow meter is given in Table 3 

where the flow rate is expressed in cm3/sec for 

oxygen, at a pressure of 215 min Hg and at a tempera- 

o 
turo of 20 C. 

The velocity of the gas in the constriction 
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region may be evaluated directly from Table 3 if the 

gas pressure at the constriction and the area of the 
constriction is known, providing it is assumed that 

the temperature of the gas in the constriction is 

the same as that in the flow meter (i.e. no adiabatic 

expansions). This assumption is questionable at the 

TABLE 3 

Flow Meter Flow Rate 

2 div 41 cm3/sec 
3 9.9 
4 19.2 

29.7 
6 41.6 
7 54.0 
8 67.5 

10 95.0 
12 123.1 
14 151.2 
16 178.2 
18 210.6 
20 241.4 

entrance of the constriction region where the gas 

flow is laminar and where there is a pressure gradient 

along the length of the contour. Assuming that the 

flow is adiabatic in this region then if we define 

the quantity Q as the product of the average gas 

velocity, the cross-sectional area and the gas 

pressure then the quantity in the constriction 

region is given by where p is 

the gas pressure and ' is the ratio of the specific 

heats C,/C,,. The ratios C1 as determined from 
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experimental values ot the gas pressures measured in 

the 2.5 Inch contour with a 0.114 cm gap are given 

in Table 4. The problem oif Q changing slightly with 

TABLE 4 

Flow Rate Pressure Ç ¡Q 
(meter divisions) (at constriction) C 

12 10 mm kfg 0.95 
15 0.98 
20 0.98 

16 10 0.91 
0.95 

20 0.97 
20 10 0.86 

15 0.92 
20 0.96 

gas flow was not pursued further since it is not a 

limiting factor in the 

is assumed that Q is constant and the velocity ot the 

gas in the constriction region is obtained directly 

irom Table 3. 

The pressure in the center ot the constriction 

is inaiataineû at a constant value at all gas veloci- 

ties. Tuis is achieved first using a dummy 

coastrictioii assembly with a ìiole in the center and 

calibrating the pressure at the outlet as a function 

of the pressure at the constriction and the gas flow 

velocity. When the final contour is used, a constant 

pressure is tilen maintained at the center by setting 

the outlet pressure to suit the flow rate in accord 

with the calibration chart. 
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5) CONSTRICTION ASSEMBLY 

As mentioned earlier, the general design of the 

discharge region is based on that used by Posin (41) 

for the study of the electrical breakdown of air at 

microwave frequencies. Posin used a constricted 

waveguide section in which the tapered section, from 

the constriction to the full width waveguide, was 

approximately 6 inches long. The minimum gap width 

was 0.038 inches. The minimum gas pressure used was 

about 5 nun Hg. 

The first contour assembly used for this 

investigation had two 5 inch contours, placed 

symmetrically about the center-linewith a minimum 

gap width of 1 mm. The assembly was made of brass. 

It was made in two sections, which were soldered 

together, with the contours as an integral part of 

the main body. The preliminary investigation of the 

discharge employed running-waves in the microwave 

field, and the microwave circuit was terminated 

with a matched load instead of the metal plate shown 

in Figure 4, part one. The end of the flow tube was 

vacuum sealed with a microwave window, and a 

directional coupler was mounted between the window 

and the terminating load so that the transmitted 

microwave signal could be observed. 
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The first experimental results yielded a 

reflected microwave signal such as that shown in 

Figure 6, part one. It was later observed, however, 

that the discharge was occurring not in the constricted 

region but across the first microwave window. This 

problem was corrected by using microwave windows 

with a larger aperture (Microwave Associates type 

MA1430). As explained in Section 5a, part one, the 

reflected signal observed with the "window discharge" 

was very simple and easily explained. Apart from 

the abrupt increase in the reflection and decrease 

in transmission that occurred when the discharge 

was initiated, the contour of the pulse was very 

similar to that of the incident microwave pulse. With 

the microwave power producing brea down in the 

constricted region, the results were very complicated 

and could not be readily explained. The results 

were different from those obtained with the "window 

discharge" in two respects. While a formative time 

could be inferred, the shape of the reflected and 

transmitted signals were complicated and power 

dependent. Furthermore, the formative tizne of the 

discharge decreased for a range of increasing gas 

flow; this was contrary to expectations. These 
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points are individually dealt with in the following 

sectiwAs. 

5*. Reflected and Tranaaitted Pulse Shapes 

An idea of the different pulse shapes that were 

observed ay be obtained fran the upper traces in 

Figures 24 and 25 (portions of the traces have been 

dotted-in because of the difficulty of reproduction). 

There were two particularly unusual features about 

the reflected pulse. s wae that the reflection 

would decrease to almost zero at certain points even 

though there was a discharge present. The other was 

that a series of dips would appear at the tail of the 

reflected and transmitted pulso and would travel along 

to the front of the puise as the power level was 

increased. The first point nay be observed in trace 

A of Figure 25, the second point in trace C of 

Yigurea 24 and 25. These results were tentatively 

explained by assuming that a eieø of discharges 

wore formed in the constriction. Calculations 

showed that assuming about 70% reflection iron the 

primary discharge then the resultant standing wave 

could sufficiently increase the eloctric field at a 

distance of a quarter of a wavelength away to 

initiate another discharge. The two reflecting 
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planes separated by a distance of a quarter of a 

wavelength would produce an interference filter and 

would explain the low value of reflection observed 

at certain points. 

In order to examine the problem more thoroughly, 

a new constriction assembly was made which had a 

1/16" wide plastic strip along the length of the 

contour. The new design also simplified the 

manufacture of the contours and enabled them to be 

more readily interchanged, see Figure 26. A photo- 

cell was mounted on a carriage above the plastic 

strip so that the light pulse from different areas of 

the discharge region could be examined. The pressure 

in the constriction was measured through a hole in 

the center of the lower contour. 

Four contours of different lengths were made. 

The longest was 5 inches and was the same as that 

used in the original constriction assembly. The 

shortest was 1.6 inches long and was made to obtain 

a single discharge in the constriction. The other 

two were 2.5 inches and 3.5 inches long. Ideally the 

shortest contour should be a quarter of a wavelength 

long (about 0.5 inches) so that the antinode of the 

standing wave would be in the main waveguide, where 
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the electric field is a minimum. however, such a 

steep contour would itself produce large standing 

waves and would also introduce gas flow problems. 

By increasing the waveguide wavelength the antinode is 

moved out farther and a flatter contour may be used. 

For this reason a contour width of 0.643 inches 

( )g = 16 cms) was tried. Widths of 0.770 and 0.900 

inches were also investigated, the latter being the 

standard waveguide size. In all cases the gap width 

was 0.04 inches. 

The new constriction assembly clearly showed 

that several discharges were formed along the length 

of the contour. lYith aid of the photocell it was 

observed that in the 1.6 inch contour the off-center 

discharges started later than the center discharge, 

see Figure 27. 

Considerable difficulty was encountered in trying 

to obtain a single discharge in the constriction. It 

is believed this may have been due to the "metallic" 

reflections from the tapered width producing large 

standing waves in the main waveguide. A single 

discharge was obtained with the 5 inch by 0.643 inch 

width contour, so the quest was pushed no farther. 

The traces shown in Figures 24 and 25 were taken 

with the 5 inch by 0.643 mcli width contour and show 
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the transmitted and reflected microwave pulses 

(upper traces) and the associated light pulse (lower 

traces). (Nom. The light trace is inverted.) The 

power is a maximum for trace A and decreases toward 

trace E. The change from a single to a multiple 

discharge is clearly seen. Trace E, in each case, 

shows a single light pulse signifying a single 

discharge; this was verified by visual observation. 

The transmitted puise is very similar to that observed 

with the window discharge. The reflected pulse is 

also similar except that the net reflection at the 

time of the discharge is less than the metallic 

reflection. This is possibly due to an interference 

between the reflection from the discharge and that 

from the contour assembly, and shows the large 

metallic reflection that was mentioned earlier. Trace 

D shows that a secondary discharge has just started, 

(i.e. the light pulse from the primary discharge is 

decreased when the secondary discharge is formed 

because of the power loss in transmission through 

the secondary discharge). The microwave pulses show 

a corresponding charge, in particular the transmitted 

signa] shows one of the dips which is observed to 

"run" along the iength of the pulse as the power is 

varied. 
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At the higher power levels it is observed, from 

traces A, B, and C, that the light pulse is either 

partly or completely extinguished in the middle of 

the microwave pulse (i.e. the primary discharge 

starts twice during the period of a single microwave 

pulse). This fact is explained as follows. The 

first peak is due to the primary discharge being 

initiated. This then sets up a standing wave which 

initiates the secondary discharges. The power 

transmission through several discharges is very small, 

so the primary discharge is extinguished. Since 

the secondary discharges rely on the reflection from 

the primary discharge for their existence then they 

also collapse, which enables full power to be trans- 

mitted to the center of the constriction where the 

primary discharge is again initiated. 

It should be noted that the single discharge 

could only be obtained over a power range of 30% 

compared to a range of at least a factor of three 

required for the experiment (an experimental value). 

Also the position of the primary discharge in the 

5 inch contour varied with the microwave power level, 

trace E in Figures 24 and 25 being recorded at a 

distance of 1 inch from the center of the contour. 

The length of the primary discharge was about 8 mm. 
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The above results showed that it would not be 

possible to work with a single discharge, over the 

required power range, with the present method of 

investigation. ilowever, in order or the experi- 

¡nexital results to have any moaning it is necessary 

for tile priaary discharge to be formed at the center 

of tilO constriction, where the gap width is known, 

and that it starts sooner than, or at least as soon 

as, any other discharge so that its formative time 

will not be masked by that of another uischarge. An 

examination of the above mentioned contours showed 

that only the 1.6 inch by 0.900 inch width contour 

completely satisfied these requirements. The 2.5 

inch by 0.900 mcli contour enera11y satisfied these 

requireients but it was observed that cischarges 

off-center would occasionally start before the center 

discharge. Because of the gas flow problems 

described in Section Sb, it was considered necessary 

to use a contour which was no steeper than tue 2.5 

inch contour. It was therefore decided to use a 

standing wave in the applied electric field to 

help localize tue discharge in the center of the 

constriction. 
The standing wave was set-up by producing a 

100% ref lectiolL fron an adjustable plug located at 
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the gas-inlet end of the flow tube. The position 

of the plug was set by two methods. (1) By removing 

the plastic strip and the window from the slotted 

contour, the standing wave could be detected by means 

of a suitable probe inserted in the slot. Although 

the detected standing wave pattern was very distorted, 

because the depth of penetration of the probe varied 

as it was moved along the contour, it was possible 

to position the plug to within a millimeter of the 

required location by adjusting its position until 

the detected standing wave was symmetrical about the 

center line of the constriction region. It should 

be noted that the waveguide wavelength at the center 

of the constriction was measured as 5 cm compared to 

about 4.5 cm in the standard X-band waveguide; this 

Is difficult to explain. (2) The second method 

consisted of measuring the position of the standing 

waves when the microwave power was reflected from a 

metal plug (aluminum foil) placed at the center of 

the constriction. This was accomplished by mounting 

a slotted waveguide at the gas.inlet end of the flow 

tube, and feeding the microwave power into the 

slotted line (the reflecting plug having been 

removed). The positions of the antinodes in the 

slotted line were recorded. The reflecting plug 
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was then replaced in the flow tube with its 

"reflecting-surface" at a convenient number of anti- 

nodes from the positions measured in the slotted 

waveguide. The two methods agreed to within a 

millimeter. The effect of the standing wave is to 

produce a much more distinct discharge at the center 

of the constriction, and to increase the probability 

of lt starting at the center. 

5b. Effect of Gas Flow 

From the theoretical considerations in Section 3 

the power necessary to produce a discharge in a 

given formative time should at first increase with 

increasing gas velocity, and then gradually level 

off. The preliminary results, which were obtained 

before a standing wave in the applied electric field 

was employed, did not behave in this manner. With 

all other factors constant the formative time either 

decreased or remained relatively constant with 

increasing gas flow. The discovery of the multiple 

discharges explained this however. The gas flow was 

initially in the same direction as the incident 

radiation, (i.e. from the side of the constriction 

where the standing waves initiated the secondary 

discharges)and it could sweep electrons from the 
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nearby seconthry discharge into tAie regioz of the 

primary discharge. With aid oi the pIotcce1i it was 

observed that there were neg1ith1c discharges formed 

on the far side of the constriction (i.e. away from 

the microwave urce). This suggested that by 

f 1owizg the gas jA the opposite direction to the 

incident radiation the necessary information af the 

effect oi a gas flow could be obtained. 

Reversing the direction of the gas flow produced 

an increasing formative time with increasing gas 

flow up to a certain velocity but at higher 

velocities the results deviated from 'what was 

expected. Generally the results were as per Figure 

2 where the power required to form the discharge in 

a given formative time is plotted as a function of 

the gas flow rate. Figure 29 shows a set of 

experimental results obtained for a pressure at the 

constrictioii of 15 mm Rg with a 2.1 »sec microwave 

pulse at a repetition rate of l(0 pps. The velocity 

U1 is that where the data deviates from a smooth 

rising curve. The velocity U2 is that where the 

peak of the experimental curve occurs. The degree 

in the decrease of power beyond velocity varied 

with pressure, the microwave pulse repetition rate 

and the power level. Generally the curves were 
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flatter at the higher power levels, (i.e. shorter 

formative times), and the higher repetition rates. 

The value of for the 1.6 inch contour was less 

than that obtained with the 2.5 inch contour, 

suggesting that the shape of the contour may 

influence the results. Another general observation 

was that the statistical variation in the f ornative 

time of the discharge decreased at the higher gas 

velocities, when the required power decreased. 

The observed results could be explained if it 

were possible for the gas flow to retain electrons 

in the contriction gap, at the higher flow rates, 

rather than removing them. There is a phenomena in 

hydrodynamics known as 'tback-flow" which occurs when 

a fast moving gas stream flows through a diverging 

channel. The phenomena is due to the inability of 

the gas to expand laterally as rapidly as the 

diverging walls, with the result that the gas stream 

adheres to one of the divergent walls which then 

creates a low pressure region on the opposite wall. 

Gas is then caused to "flow-backwards" to fill up 

the void. Calculations with the 2.5 inch contour 

(see appendix D) show that at the experimental values 

of ptI1 and pV2, this flow-back phenomena starts 

about 1.5 to 2.0 cm from the center of the contour. 
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An experimental study with fine wires (0.003 inches 

diameter) freely mounted in the contour showed that 
the wires started oscillating rapidly at approximately 

the value of pU2. An investigation with the photo- 

cell showed that at the high velocity gas flow, the 

discharge region out to a distance of about 18 cm 

started as soon as the discharge in the center of 

the constriction, whereas at the low velocity this 
region only extended out to about 1.1 cm from the 

center. 

When the standing wave was set up in the 

constriction region, to help localize the discharge, 

it was found that the power required to produce a 

discharge in a given formative time did not decrease 

at the high flow rates (see Section 6). This is in 

agreement with the back flow phenomena because if 

there is an antinode at the center of the constric- 

tion, the electric field at a distance of 1.5 cm 

from the center will be very small and the increase 

in the electron density, due to back flow, will have 

little effect. 
While it is difficult to directly connect the 

observed gas turbulence with the results of the 

"power versus flow" experiment, it is felt that the 

evidence is sufficient to at least relate the two. 
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Other parameters were considered which could possibly 

affect the gas flow results but these were either 

dismissed because of the result of experimentation or 

because their affect, if any, would be very small. 

The parameters considered included a possible change 

in the gas temperature caused by the gas flow 

(checked by preheating the gas before it entered the 

constriction region) , increased molecular velocity 

due to the gas flow (a negligible effect), pressure 

variation across the height of the gap (the theory 

indicates that the affect, if any, would be opposite 

to that observed), a variation in the power attenua- 

tion caused by the electrons remaining in the gap 

(ruled out by observation), electrons being swept 

into the discharge region from an ttupstreana' dis- 

charge (could not observe any discharges in the flow- 

section prior to the center of the constriction). 

The results discussed in this section indicate 

the difficulties involved in producing an isolated 

discharge in a given location in the waveguide. With 

the 3,5 and the 5 inch contour it was impossible to 

produce a discharge at the center of the constriction 

in the pressure range of interest (about 5 to 25 

mm Hg). This is in conflict with Posin's results 

(41), for these pressures, if one assumes that he 
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used the minimum gap width to determine the breakdown 

electric field from the breakdown power values. The 

phenomena is explained, however, by the fact that the 

electron loss by diffusion is very large when the 

gap width is small. At a slightly larger gap width 

the electric field is smaller but this is more than 

compensated for by the decrease in the loss of 

electrons by diffusion (10, p. 186). 

As a result of this experimentation it was 

decided to use the 2.5 inch contour, for future 

experiments, as a compromise between the conditions 

required to minimize back-flow and those required 

to produce a discharge at the center of the 

constriction. 

6) RESULTS 

All the results in this investigation were 

obtained with oxygen gas. This gas was used instead 

of a noble gas because the presence of a small 

quantity of oxygen due to air leaks in the gas system 

(see Section 7e, part one) would seriously affect the 

breakdown properties of the noble gas. This is 

because of the electron affinity of oxygen. By using 

oxygen as the gas to be examined the small air leaks 

in the gas system have a negligible effect. 
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The results to be reported in this section were 

obtained with the 2.1 microsecond microwve puise and 

a repetition rate of 300 pps. A standing wave in 

the applied electric field was employed with an 

antinode of the wave located at the center of the 

constriction. The final data were obtained using the 

2.5 inch by 0.90 inch width contour assembly with 

minimum gap heights of 0.114 cm and 0.214 cm. 

A typical set of results is shown in Figure 30 

where the power required to produce a steady state 

pulsed discharge in a given formative time is plotted 

as a function of the average gas velocity in the 

constriction region. The results shown are for a 

gas pressure of 10 mm Hg, and a constriction gap of 

0.214 cm. The power is expressed in terms of the 

recorded microwave power and the power level for a 

given formative time has been corrected to allow for 

the shape of the microwave pulse (see Section 6b, 

part one). The tabulated power may be expressed in 

terms of an effective electric field from the informa- 

tion given in Sections 3e and 6c, part one. 

Despite the precautions taken to avoid the effect 

of the back-flow nhenomen, lt was still observed 

that the variation in the formative time of the 

discharge decreased at the higher flow rate. The 
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power values at the high flow rates in both the 

0.114 cm and the 0.214 cm gap assemblies are about the 

same as those required to produce a discharge with 

the same formative time in the standard size 

waveguide (determined from the results o part one). 

This indicates that at the higher power levels a 

discharge is forming in the main waveguide; therefore 

the available range of the data is limited by the 

power that can be transmitted in the main waveguide 

without producing a discharge. An observation made 

with the aid of a photocell showed that the discharge 

was still formed at the center of the constriction 

even at the high flow rates, so presumably the 

discharge in the main waveguide must form on the side 

of the constriction farthest away from the microwave 

source. 

The range of the data is also limited by the 

large variation in the formative time. Even at the 

low flow rates it was impossible to obtain readings 

for formative times longer than about 0.5 microseconds, 

The experimental results and the theory may be 

compared either by considering the power necessary 

to produce the discharge in a given formative time 

or by considering the change in the formative time 

for given power level, both as a function o the gas 
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velocity. Since lt has not been possible to obtain 

an accurate knowledge of the net frequency of 

ionization as a function of Ee/p and hence power, 

the latter method will be used. owever, as mentioned 

earlier the available range of the formative time is 

very limited. From the theory of the production of 

electrons in a gas (see part one), the change in 

the formatIve time of a discharge due to a change 

In the initial electron density, from n1 to n2, is 

given by 

-r in (n1/n9 

p 

Hv-Dp 
- 

(pA)2 

where il is the net frequency of ionization, D is 

the electron diffusion coefficient, A is the 

characteristic diffusion length and p is the gas 

pressure. In this problem the value of (n1/n2) is 

given by no(0)/no(Um) as determined in Section 3. 

Assuming that the value of D is constant, then the 

chango in the formative timo as a function of the 

gas velocity is given by 

AT (Um) Cm [no(0)/no(Um)] 

where Um is the velocity in the center of the 

constriction gap (i.e. equal to 1.5 times the average 

velocity), and C is a constant. The theoretical 
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values of A% are obtained from the results given 

in Figure 22, and the experimental values are 

obtained from Figure 30. The values of At as a 

function of gas velocity are given in Figure 31. In 

order to obtain the theoretical values of tt it was 

necessary to measure the length of the center dis- 

charge and assume that this was the length of the 

discharge region. The measurement was made with aid 

of the contour which has a plastic strip along its 

length. The length was approximately 5 mm and this 

value was used to obtain the theoretical results 

given in Figure 22. 

Several theoretical plots are given in Figure 

31 for different values of the constant C. 

Experimental plots are given for corrected recorded 

power levels of 0.27 mw, 0.22 ¡nw and 0.19 mw. The 

experimental curve for the high power level is 

limited by the discharge forming in the maui wave- 

guide. The curves for the lower power levels are 

limited by the large variation in the formative times. 

The results for the high power level are in dis- 

agreement with the theory by quite a large margin; 

the difference is in such a direction as to suggest 

that the electrons aro not removed from the discharge 

region as rapidly as the theory predicts, particularly 
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at the low flow rates. The results for the low 

power level give better general agreement with the 

theory but the results are too limited to make a true 

comparison. 

A possible explanation for this discrepancy is 

that the value of the electron diffusion coefficient 

D may not be a constant throughout the range of the 

electron densities being considered. If the electron 

density at the beginning of the formation of 

the discharge is very large, then the value of D 

'would be less than the free electron diffusion 

coefficient. As the value of decreased the 

value of D would increase. This would make the value 

of the "constant" C increase with increasing gas 

velocity. Such a result would be in a agreement 

with the experimental results. 

The experimental results for the different 

microwave power levels are in general agreement with 

the theory; that is, as tite power level is decreased 

the value of the net frequency of ionization 

decreases and the value of C increases. 

It is necessary to show that the values of C 

given in Figure 31 are at least of the correct order 

of magnitude. At a microwave power of 0.3 mw, with 

the 2.1 microsecond pulse and a repetition rate oi 
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300 pps, the peak value of the electric field in 

the center of the 0.214 cm gap is 2400 volt/cm. At 

a gas pressure of 10 nim Hg, the value of Ee/p Is 

82 volts (cm mn The free electron diffusion 

coefficient for this value of is given by 

Dp = 33 x io6 min Hg cm2,'sec (see Section 3g, part 

one). An approximate value of the net frequency of 

iouiation, divided by the pressure, for this value 

of E0/p iS 1.5 x 1« (sec mn Hg). With these 

values, the value of the constant C is 1.2 x io8 sec. 

This is of the same order of magnitude as the values 

plotted on Figure 31. 

If the initial breakdown of the gas is caused 

by a large number of electrons being produced by a 

single microwave puise, then the theory indicates 

that the gas flow should have no effect on the power 

required to produce the initial breakdown of the gas 

because of the short periods of time involved. An 

experimental investigation was made to confirm this. 

A one-inillicurie Cobalt 60 radioactive source was 

placed next to the contour assembly to produce a 

copious supply of primary electrons in the discharge 

region. The experimental procedure was to set the 

microwave power level at a constant value and then 

wait to see whether breakdown occured. With the 
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radioactive source present, the breakdown power is 

quite a distinct value. For example, with the 

0.114 cm gap at 2) nun Hg pressure and zero gas f loiw, 

the discharge "flicks" on and off every few seconds 

at a power level of 0.155 mw but atays "on" 

continuously at a power level o 0165 niw. Without 

the radioactive source the statistical variation in 

the required power is very large. The power required 

to produce breakdown without the radioactive source 

is abt four or five tiznes that required when the 

is present. 

The results of the above experiment showed that 

when using pulsed nicrowave power, the power required 

to produce the initial breakdown increased with 

increasing gas flow. At first this appears to be 

in conflict with the theory but care must be exercised 

when iz.iterpreting the results of this experiiaent. 

In order to detez'znine the true effect o the gas flow 

during the formation of the discharge it is necessary 

to use a single microwave pulso, otJerwise the effect 

of the gas flow is to change the electron density 

remaining from the preceding pulses and not to change 

the rato of build-up of the electron density during 

the formation of the discharge. When the dielectric 

breakdown of a gas by pulsed power is being considered 
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it is reasonable to consider the accumulative effect 

of the gas flow, whether the effect be during the 

formation of the discharge or during the period 

between the microwave pulses. From the time the 

pulsed power is first applied to the discharge region 

the electron density is continually building up in 

the duration of the microwave pulse, and decaying in 

the period between the pulses until finally the 

critical electron density for breakdown is attained. 

When a gas flow is present the decay rate of the 

electron density is increased and must be compensated 

for, if breakdown is to occur, by increasing the 

rate of formation. This is accomplished by increasing 

the applied field and hence the net frequency of 

ionization. The above experiment showed that the 

initial breakdown power, with the radioactive source 

present, is approximately the same as the "extinction 

power", which is defined as the power necessary to 

just maintain a steady state discharge. This is 

reasonable since in both cases the power must be 

sufficient to just form the discharge in the 

duration of the microwave pulse. The general shape 

of the curves of the "breakdown power * versus - gas 

flow" are similar to those shown in Figure 30. Once 

again the power values at the higher flow rates are 



limited by the breakdown in the naiì waveguiue. A 

set of results of the initial breakdown poWer (or 

extinction power), expressed in terus 1p, as a 

function 
f 

the average gas velocity in the 

constriction region is sìiown in Figure 32. The 

results are for the 0.114 cm gap at a gas pressure 

of 20 mì fig, and or the 2.1 microsecond pu.se at 

a repetition rate o 300 pps. 

7) CONCLUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that a directed gas 

flow has a pronounced effect on the dielectric 

breakdown of oxygen when using pulsed microwave 

power. It appears evident that the effect is due 

to the removal of electrons from the discharge region 

in the period between the microwave pulses. There 

is a discrepancy between the theory, developed for 

this investigation, and the experimental results which 

can be explained if the value of the effective 

electron diffusion coefficient increases with increas- 

Ing gas flow. Such a variation would be caused by 

the decrease in the electron density, and could be 

verified if the value of the electron density could 

be determined. Another ezplsuation for the 

discrepancy is that the electrons may not be removed 

from the discharge region at the low gas flow as 
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rapidly as expected. The theory has been developed 

on some very simple assumptions and it is quite 

evident that a much more sophisticated theory is 

needed. 

In Section 2 the question was raised as to 

whether electrons produced by discharges from pre- 

ceding microwave pulses would be retained in the 

boundary layer around the antenna of a high-speed 

vehicle. The experimental results of this investiga- 

tion show that even at moderately low velocities there 

is quite a large change in the initial breakdown 

power; this suggests that the gas flow must almost 

completely remove the electrons from the discharge 

region. Therefore, in the case of a high-speed 

vehicle the electrons from preceding discharges will 

most certainly be removed by the air flow. The 

initial electron density, for any discharge that may 

form, will therefore be the ambient density in the 

atmosphere or that produced by the friction between 

the vehicle and the atmosphere. 

The results from the investigation of the 

reflected and transmitted microwave pulses and the 

associated light pulses connected with the discharge 

formed in the constriction region show that care must 

be taken when interpreting the shape of these pulses. 
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In particular the shape of the light pulse is very 

dependent on the presence of "unknown" discharges 

that may be formed between the discharge being 

examined and the microwave source. 

The difficulties encountered in producing a 

single discharge at the center of the constriction 

region suggest that the results of Posin's 

experiment (41, p. 496-509) may be in error for the 

values at the low gas pressures. 

Many of the experimental difficulties encountered 

in this investigation are the result of flowing the 

gas through the same tube as the microwave power is 

transmitted. These difficulties would be removed if 

the discharge could be isolated to a given section 

of the flow tube without the use of a constricted 

waveguide. This would be possible if the discharge 

were formed inside of a cavity. The experimental 

arrangement would be to flow the gas in a quartz 

tube which passes through the cavity. A cavity 

could also be used to measure the electron density 

in the gas stream. Such a measurement would give an 

indication as to whether the electron diffusion 

coefficient is likely to change with increasing gas 

flow (i.e. due to the decrease in the electron 

density). A similar arrangement has been used by 



ßenoü (4) to rgeaua'e the electron deilitia ii a 

tre&w oL ionized uitrogea. ¡ £thaiizad tiiory for 

the eîect of a as ow ou a steady stata contìnuous 

Jisc1ia:ge in a cavity has already been given by 

Roinig (45) au could be apiied to 
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Appendix A 

EXPERIMENTAL PLOTS OF THE "FORMATIVE TIME -VS-MICROWAVE 

POWER" FOR DIFFERENT REPETITION RATES. 

(Figures 33 to 44) 

This data is referred to in part-one (see page 62) 

and was used to evaluate the net frequency of ionization 

of oxygen. The dimension and pressure given in the upper 

right hand corner of each graph is the height of the 

discharge chamber and the pressure at which the experi- 

ment was performed. The curves on a given figure are for 

different microwave pulse repetition rates and the 

letters A, B, C, D and E are for repetition rates of 

250, 300, 350, 400 and 450 pps respectively. 
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Appendix B 

CALCULATIONS FOR TRE VALUE OF n0(U)/u0(0) 

The calculations are based on three assumptions. 

First it is assumei that the electron density decays 

to a cosine distribution across the constriction gap with 

a maximum value of n0(0) at the center. Then it is 

assumed that the center region of the electron density 

configuration is removed by the gas flow. Finally, 

it is assumed that the remaining electrons diffuse 

across the constriction gap to produce a uniform 

distribution 

Let L be the length of the discharge region and 

T be the time between the microwave pulses. The velocity 

distribution of the gas flow is given by 

U'(y) (4Um/a) (y - y2/a + 

where 1' is the mean 

of the constriction 

from the wall of thi 

sweep the electrons 

by U(T) L/T. The 

sheath d after time 

free path of the gas, a is the height 

gap and y is a distance measured 

3 chamber. The velocity necessary to 

out of the discharge region is given 

maximum thickness of the electron 

T is given by 

2d/a i - (1 - U(T)/iJm + 4 



Ui 

The length z of the elecri sheath at a position y is 

given by z L - U'(y)T. Therefore, the number of 

electr N renainin i each sheath of eiectron is 

rd 
N no(o) (db) sin (ylT/a)(L - U'(y)T).dy 

Jo 

where (db) is the width of an elementary strip of the 

electron sheath. Dividing this quantity by the volume 

(db) La/2 we obtain tue required density no(Um). 

Evaluating this integral and including terffls up to 

E 
U(T)/up] we obtain 

+ 2U(T)2 - 3 1.1(T) I - 32 i2 

n0(0) Um3 Um2 Um a a2 

A plot of this function for the values L 0.5 cm, 

T - 1/300 sec, a 0.214 cm and for a gas pressure of 

10 mm ¡1g is given in Figure 22. 
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Appendix C 

SHAPE 0F THE CONTOURS 

The different contours have been referred to in 

this dissertation by their length from the narrowest part 

of the constriction out to the point where the full width 

of the waveguide is attained. A brief description of the 

shape of the contour is given here. The equation for the 

shape of each curve is given under each heading; all 

the dimensions are in inches. A graphical representation 

of the curves Is given in Figure 45. 

5 inch contour by 0.04 inch gap. This was designed to 

have a maximum slope of 0.1. The equation for the 

curve is 

y = 0.02 + 0.0081 (e' - 1) 

3.5 inch contour by 0.04 inch gap. 

y 0.02 + 0.0294 X2 

2.5 inch contour by 0.04 inch gap (final gap size=0.114cm). 

y = 0.02 + 0.0576 

2.5 inch contour by 006 inch gap (final gap size=0.l64czn). 

Used one of the 0.04 inch and one of the 003 inch 

contours. 



EQUATION GIVEN FOR THIS SECTION 

INVERTED MIRROR IMAGE 
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2.5 inch contour by 0.08 inch gap (final gap size0.214cm). 

y - 0.04 + 0.0512 X2 

1.6 inch contour by 0.04 inch gap. 

y - 0.02 + 0.1411 

The contours were made by first machining a prescribed 

series of steps (each about 0.002 inches deep), removing 

the steps with a fine file and then finishing the surface 

with a 400-grit carborundum powder. The width of the 

contours was made to be a push-fit into the constriction 

assembly (see Figure 27). 
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Appe&idix D 

BACK-FLOW PHENOMENA 

The velocity profile of a as flow in a divergent 

straight-wall channel has been determined in general 

terms by Milisaps and Pohihausen (36). Their results 

show that in a divergent channel with an included angle 

of 100 the velocity profile "breaks down" at a critical 

Reynolds number of 13-40, and the gas velocity at one of 

the walls of the channel reverses its direction. 

(Theoretically it should occur at both walls siraul- 

taneously). A before the Reynolds number is given by 

R - p Umd/jU where in this case U is the gas velocity 

at the center of the cone (i.e. the maximum velocity of 

the profile) and the characteristic length d is the 

distance from the point of the cone (i.e. where the 

two walls originate from) to the point of interest. 

At a distance of 2 cm from the center-line of the 

constriction region, the 2.5 inch contour with the 0.114 

cm gap may be represented as a divergent channel of 100 

with the point of the "cone" being 0.5 cm from the center- 

line of the constriction. Using the relation U = Um 2/3 

and the values for p and» as given in Section 3b, we 

obtain tAie relation R 0.013 pUd. Therefore, from the 
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above critical value of R we see that "back-flow" will 

occur at a value given by 

o 
pYa i x 10 mm Hg cm /sec 

The averagc experimental values of pU1 and pD2 are 

4 
7 x LO aaci 1 x ii) &in Hg cui/sec, respectively. At these 

vaiu3s of pU the theory indicates that the back-flow 

phenomena should occur at a value o d i to 1.5 cm; or 

about 1.5 tu 2.0 cm from the center of tue constriction. 

The theory indicates that the bac1-f low phenomena will 

occur a a smaller value of pU for a more divergent 

cuane1 (i.e. Such as in a steeper, and nence shorter, 

contour i. 


